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Preface
FM 44-63 is the field manual for ADA in support of the heavy divisions. The purpose

of this FM is to describe how current and interim FAAD and SHORAD ADA battalions
are organized and how they fight in support of maneuver operations. This FM is oriented
primarily towards  FAAD and SHORAD battalion commanders, staff officers, and
combined arms commanders who will be supported by ADA.

ADA is entering a transitional period in which it will be converting from SHORAD
to  FAAD weapon systems. These systems will be the hub around which our defensive
counterair ADA operations revolve. Operations will capitalize on ADA’s increased
cross-country speed and agility to keep up with the maneuver force; their improved range,
accuracy, and shoot-on-the-move capability their ability to see, move, and shoot through
darkness, fog, smoke, and adverse weather; and ADA’s increased flexibility to protect the
force.

Success on the modern battlefield requires the coordinated employment of the entire
combined arms team. This FM provides current and interim tactics, techniques,
procedures, and doctrine for integrating FAAD systems into the combined arms team and
for exploiting ADA’s improved capabilities. The various elements of transition under the
current and interim organizations are detailed herein. As FAAD systems data is refined,
it will be included in whole chapter changes to this manual. This method of updating will
provide field users with one overlapping manual for immediate use.

This publication implements the following international agreements:
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Air Attack Only).
Reporting Nuclear Detonations, Biological and
Chemical Attacks, and Predicting and Warning of
Associated Hazards and Hazard Areas-ATP-45.
Radiological Survey.
Land Force Tactical Doctrine-A-35A.
NATO Tactical Air Doctrine-ATP-33B.
Offensive Air Support Operation--A-27B.
Doctrine and Procedures for Airspace
Control in the Combat Zone.
Counter Air 0perations--ATP-42.
NATO Identification System.

The proponent for this publication is USAADASCH. Submit changes for improving
this publication on DA Form 2028 to Commandant, US Army Air Defense Artillery
School, ATTN: ATSA-TAC-D, Fort Bliss, TX 79916-0002.

Unless this publication states otherwise, masculine nouns and pronouns do not refer
exclusively to men.
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CHAPTER 1

ADA Battalion in the Heavy Division
This chapter discusses the role of the ADA battalion in the AirLand

Battle as well as the organization of the ADA battalion in support of
the heavy division. The Army has the mission of projecting combat pow-
er into mature or nonmature theaters. Heavy divisional ADA battalions
must be able to fight in both environments. Nonmature theaters may
involve reinforcement of forward-based forces as in Operation Just
Cause in Panama, or the establishment of a lodgement in a host nation
such as Operation Desert Shield/Desert Storm in Southwest Asia. Ma-
ture theaters may involve limited or general war with another superpow-
er, or a prolonged regional conflict.

AirLand Battle doctrine describes how the Army organizes and ap-
plies combat power at the operational and tactical levels. Its underlying
theme is achieving synchronization to maintain the initiative. Under
AirLand Battle doctrine, the object is to impose our will upon the enemy
to accomplish the mission. We achieve success by striking the enemy
quickly and violently in his most vital assets and areas–by destroying
his centers of gravity. This is aided by the ability to fight according to
the four basic tenets of initiative, depth, agility, and synchronization.

THE ADA BATTALION IN THE AIRLAND BATTLE
AirLand Battle doctrine stipulates the integration

of combined-arms operations and the use of all avail-
able resources. The ADA battalion must understand
the role it plays on the divisional AirLand battlefield.
This doctrine explains the battlefield in scope, depth,
and time; and integrates both ground and air opera-
tions.

The divisional air defense battalion supports divi-
sion, brigade, and battalion task force operations by
killing enemy aircraft. Successful operations are great-
ly enhanced if maneuver and subordinate commanders
plan and fight using the AirLand Battle tenets. The
ADA battalion commander must wrest the initiative
from the enemy. This requires thorough planning and
an aggressive/offensive spirit, from deployment
through establishment/expansion of the lodgement, to
decisive combat operations. Through development of
a good intelligence preparation of the battlefield (IPB),
the ADA battalion commander can identify a number
of courses of action the enemy may choose. The IPB,
combined with a sensor plan that observes critical
named areas of interest (NAIs) that confirm the IPB,
allows the commander to mass his air defense fires at

the right place and time. Early warning and timely sen-
sor feedback confirm or deny the anticipated enemy
course(s) of action. The essence of this concept is to not
passively wait for enemy aircraft to show up, but to use
IPB to predict where enemy aircraft will make their
main effort-and then to move from a nonlinear de-
ployment and massed ADA assets to that point to meet
and destroy the enemy.

The ADA battalion commander retains the ini-
tiative through the use of decentralized mission-type
orders. It is essential that he decentralize decision
authority to the lowest practical level because over-
centralization slows action and leads to inertia. Mis-
sion orders necessitate subordinate leaders with a
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willingness and ability to act independently within the
commander’s intent.

Depth is achieved by using air defense fire units and
EW assets throughout the entire battlefield. ADA adds
depth to the battlefield through its contribution to the
joint deep fires by providing protection for deep fire
assets, C², maneuver forces, and through integration into
the overall reconnaissance, intelligence, surveillance, and
target acquisition (RESTA) picture. The limitation and
destruction of the air threat’s capability (RPVs and
UAVs) to observe friendly forces is an extremely critical
counterreco nnaissance mission for air defense. Through
the air portion of the IPB, the ADA battalion S2 tem-

-associated assets (FAAs, RARPs/plates enemy air
FARPs, CP, and FACs) coordinates with the division
G2/FSE to have them targeted by fire support, aviation
or Air Force assets overtime and space. Targeting and de-
stroying templated air-associated assets will aid the divi-
sion in its deep battle by helping to separate enemy forces
and disrupting the enemy’s synchronization. The ADA
battalion commander must integrate both corps ADA
fires to protect critical division rear assets and combined
arms for air defense (CAAD) throughout the battlefield.

The ADA battalion commander must maintain the
agility necessary to shift fires and sensor coverage, and
potentially shift forces, to meet the threat and defeat it.
ADA systems must be capable of supporting a weighted
area air defense coverage plan, thus the location of dedi-
cated air defense fire units will not be tantamount to
identifying a lucrative target. This is not to imply that
point asset coverage will not be used but that it will not
be the preferred method of employment. me nonlinear
battlefield coupled with limited ADA assets makes broad
area coverage ineffective. The tool by which the ADA
commander does this is the ADA decision support matrix

(DSM).The DSM allows the battalion commander to key
his planning to specific enemy capabilities. The ADA
battle staff in conjunction with the commander plans an
integrated response (using all battlefield operating sys-
tems (BOSS)) for each enemy capability in time and
space.

Synchronization is the key to AirLand Battle doc-
trine, and thus to air defense operations. It becomes criti-
cal to the ADA battalion commander to be able to
synchronize all of his resources due to the rapid and fluid
nature of the threat in the third dimension. The enemy
has the capability to mass his aircraft to add depth to his
battlefield. Synchronization for the divisional ADA bat-
talion is achieved by planning and providing a decisive
force ratio at the critical place and time on the battlefield
to defeat the attack helicopter units, while at the same
time defeating the fixed-wing threat to the brigade and
employing corps ADA to protect the division rear
through critical-asset defense and defense in depth. A
decisive force ratio is defined as enough air defense to
meet the employment guidelines of balance and mutual
support (usually a minimum of two Vulcan/Stinger bat-
teries with the division’s main effort). Air defense in this
instance is not limited to ADA assets. Both dedicated and
nondedicated air defense assets will contribute to the syn-
ergy of operations. This relies on maintaining initiative
through planning and IPB, building agility into the plan,
and ensuring depth is maintained while still massing at
the critical place and time.

The battalion commander must correlate his ADA
fires, command and control, CAAD, and logistics to sup-
port his main effort. The ADA battalion commander’s
synchronization template (see illustration) depicts, by
BOS, the ADA battalion commander’s sychronization
efforts as they relate to the division.

ADA BATTALION ORGANIZATION CHARTS

Friendly air superiority in the AirLand Battle is ADA BATTALION MISSIONS AND ROLES
projected to be limited, applying to specific areas for The ADA battalion of the heavy division must
short periods. The keys to effective division air defense apply its air defense missions, roles, and guidelines
are force allocation, sound planning, and proper em- with necessary force allocation and synchronization
ployment of ADA resources on the AirLand battle- to kill enemy aircraft and protect the division from
field. air attack. To accomplish this, air defense systems

Air defense of the division requires integration of must be able to fire and maneuver as one of the com-
ADA units with other division combined-arms ele- bat arms warriors. ADA systems must defeat the at-
ments. The division commander in allocating scarce tack helicopter units and any fixed-wing threat from
ADA assets also considers the organic air defense ca- the front, and integrate their operations with those of
pabilities of the maneuver elements (combined-arms the division. The ADA battalion commander in the
initiative, aviation, and all arms for air defense), fire heavy division plans his support by fighting batteries,
support, and intelligence and electronic warfare, when and thinking platoons. In other words, he will adjust
assigning missions and task organizing his forces. coverage and shift the fires of batteries. However,
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when planning and allocating forces, he must allocate
in terms of the number and type of platoons he has
available, and then task organize accordingly.

FAAD/SHORAD HEAVY
BATTALION ORGANIZATIONS

This section briefly describes the organizational
structure of the ADA battalion of the heavy division.
The primary focus of this section is to provide a current
organizational overview.

There are three ADA battalion organizations ded-
icated for support to the heavy division: CONUS heavy
ADA battalion (TOE 44-165L000); OCONUS heavy
ADA battalion (TOE 44-325H000); and National
Guard heavy ADA battalion (TOES 44-125L200 and
44-445L200). Each battalion consists of a standard
combat headquarters and headquarters battery and
three to four ADA system-specific firing batteries.
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Current C/V Battalion Current V/S Battalion
The C/V battalion is currently in OCONUS divi- The Vulcan/Stinger battalion is currently in the

sions in the active force structure and is organized and active force structure of the CONUS divisions and is
equipped under TOE 44-325HOO0. The OCONUS C/ organized and equipped under TOE 44-165L000. The
V Battalion Overview illustration shows how it is orga- basic organization is depicted in the V/S battalion
nized. CONUS illustration.
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Current ARNG Stinger Battalion battalion’s ability to defeat the threat in the division
The Stinger battalion is currently in the Army Na- rear area. This battalion is organized and equipped un-

tional Guard, existing to support heavy divisions. It is der TOE 44-175L200. The basic organization is de-
new to the Army National Guard, equipped under pitted in the Vulcan/Stinger/Avenger Battalion
TOE 44-125L200, and is organized as depicted in the illustration.
ARNG Stinger Battalion illustration.

Interim V/S/A Battalion Interim ARNG Stinger Battalion
The Vulcan/Stinger/Avenger battalion is identi- The interim ARNG Stinger battalion of the heavy

fied for the interim F/S battalions of the active force ADA battalion reserve force structure remains the
structure to provide support to the heavy divisions. The same as the current Stinger battalion organization. It
addition of Avenger to the ADA battalion increases the is equipped under the same TOE (44-125L20O).



CHAPTER 2

The Threat

The primary focus of this chapter is the air threat facing a heavy di-
vision m a nonmature or contingency theater. The mature theater threat
is also addressed. Although the Soviet Union and Europe have histori-
cally been viewed as the most likely areas of conflict for US forces, re-
cent Soviet plans to reduce conventional forces, combined with the
collapse of communism in Eastern Europe and the unification of Ger-
many, have caused the threat to fade in Europe. The threat is more di-
verse now than ever before, and includes almost all regions of the world.
These regional powers continue to increase the sophistication and size
of their military forces, and pose a significant threat to US interests. A
detailed description of the Soviet threat is discussed in FM 100-2-1.
There are no current unclassified publications which discuss regional
threats.

CONTINGENCY THEATER THREAT
Threat in a contingency theater will kick the capa-

bility to conduct a massive Soviet-style air operation.
However, many regional power adversaries have large
numbers of fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft. It is impor-
tant for the heavy division ADA commander to take
these numbers into account; for even a small air force
can make it difficult for a joint task force to enter a
country and conduct sustained operations.

While regional threat aircraft may be older or of
lesser quality than those of a global power, increased
arms sales to third world countries increases the likeli-
hood of deploying ADA to fight first-class aircraft any-
where in the world. Additionally, the dedication and
fanaticism of some ethnic groups may compensate for
any lack of technology in their aircraft. Many regional
powers now have or will soon have tactical ballistic mis-
siles (TBMs). These missiles have been used effective-
ly in the Iran-Iraq War and in the Persian Gulf War.
They have a high explosive and possibly chemical capa-
bility with the potential to deny entry to a contingency
force. Long-range firepower is no longer an exclusively
global power capability.

To effectively counter the regional threat, a thor-
ough evaluation of the threat’s mission and its
strengths and weaknesses should be conducted. It is
important for the commander to ensure intelligence
information is continuously gathered and stored on
various countries which may become areas of conflict
for the division. The intelligence officer should have
addressed and be able to answer the following ques-
tions immediately following alert notification.
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THREAT DURING

Heavy forces normally enter a lodgement that
has been secured from ground attack by light and spe-
cial forces. However, long-range air attack remains
a major concern. As the heavy forces disembark into
the lodgement, the threat is most likely to employ
TBMs and fixed-wing aircraft against units and facili-
ties as shown in the Aerial Threat During Lodge-
ment Operations illustration. The defense of the

LODGEMENT ENTRY

lodgement is critical because it is the base of opera-
tions for US forces projected from CONUS. Targets
within the lodgement area include seaports, airports,
lines of communications, command and control
headquarters, and ammunition and fuel supply
points. Commanders must also protect their forces
from sabotage and terrorist actions.

THREAT AS THE

As the heavy forces begin combat operations or
movement beyond the lodgement, the enemy is more
likely to employ rotary- and fixed-wing aircraft against
maneuver units. The lodgement is still vulnerable and
must be protected. The enemy against the lodgement re-
mains viable throughout the operation. TBM or aerial

MATURE THEATER THREAT AIR
The most lethal air threat to the heavy division is

the enemy attack helicopter unit. In both offensive and
defensive operations, the threat attack helicopter unit
will be used in mass to add depth to the ground attack.

A threat force using Soviet-style doctrine com-
mences offensive operations by jamming radio and ra-
dar transmissions with rotary-wing aircraft. These
helicopters will fly near the FLOT. Next, the threat
commander will begin his reconnaissance of the FLOT

LODGEMENT EXPANDS

delivery of persistent chemicals or tactical nuclear weap-
ons in the lodgement after expansion could cut off the
forward forces from support and disrupt the entire opera-
tion. Should this happen, the situation could escalate into
a mature theater of operations.

SUPPORT OF OFFENSIVE OPERATIONS
Once friendly unit locations have been identified, the
threat commander will begin his artillery preparation,
with his fires concentrated in the vicinity of his antici-
pated main attack. About the time of the artillery bar-
rage, fixed-wing aviation will begin attacking targets in
the US rear area. This attack will be concentrated, at-
tempting to eliminate logistics facilities, command and
control nodes, reserves, and artillery which might im-
pede the advance of threat ground forces which have
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penetrated the FLOT. The threat commander will
commit the bulk of his attack helicopter units just
forward of the direct fire zone. The attack helicopter
unit will attack withdrawing maneuver units, command
and control nodes, artillery, logistics facilities, and es-
pecially reserve formations moving forward to close
the penetration. The employment of the helicopter
units will be in mass, at least four squadrons within a
20-kilometer wide zone. Some attack helicopters will
be used with supporting attacks, to perform reconnais-
sance and to deceive armored reserves as to the loca-
tion of the main attack. A successful penetration by a
supporting attack (given success in the main effort)
might be allocated up to a squadron.

The scenario just described features a threat force
using Soviet-style doctrine. We may face forces who

employ a more western-style doctrine, although western
doctrine would probably be orchestrated similar to Soviet
trained forces (that is, reconnaissance, jamming, artillery
barrage, commitment of maneuver forces, et cetera). A
western-trained force could be expected to use more de-
ception, have more flexibility, use a joint and combined
arms force, and have better technology. A joint and com-
bined synchronized response to exploit or create a deci-
sive force ratio at the critical time and place is key to
western doctrine. Additionally, western-trained forces
are more apt to use their attack helicopters to secure and
screen the flanks of maneuver units, or in standoff am-
bush attacks against designated targets of opportunity.
Rarely will they be committed in mass (more than four)
or as an extension of the field artillery.

MATURE THEATER THREAT AIR SUPPORT OF DEFENSIVE OPERATIONS
Threat fixed- and rotary-wing aviation have two

missions in the defense. First, to attrit attacking enemy
armored forces, and secondly, to act as a reserve to pre-
vent the penetration of their defensive network.

The threat establishes a security zone forward of
their main battle defensive positions. Forward air con-
trollers are employed in the security zone, and they will
direct fixed-wing and a few rotary-wing aircraft at the
flanks of the attacking enemy force.

Inside the defensive fortifications, attack helicop-
ters may be used if the terrain allows for undetected
flank access to the attacking force and if the chances

of fratricide are low. Normally, this means that attack
helicopters are employed in the area separating divi-
sional defensive positions, when divisions are
employed in depth.

If the threat commander perceives that his final
defense is about to be penetrated, he may simulta-
neously commit his attack helicopters and any tank re-
serves to the battle. The attack helicopter units will
engage the attacking armored force from the flanks
and possibly from the rear. Like the penetration in the
offensive situation described above, the attack helicop-
ter  units will be employed in mass.
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CHAPTER 3

Planning and C3

The ADA battalion must be prepared to deploy to and fight in both
mature and nonmature theaters. This chapter describes predeployment
planning, the ADA planning process, and the fundamentals and proce-
dures of command, control, and communications (C3) required to pro-
vide ADA fires at the critical time and place on the battlefield. The
chapter also explains the components of the ADA planning process to
include METT-T, IPB, and the decision support template (DST) to syn-
chronize operations. It covers the role of the ADA battalion for force
allocation, staff planning, ADA fundamentals, and the planning tech-
niques for facilitating sustainment in support of heavy division opera-
tions. It describes how the battalion directs early warning and uses C2

procedures to kill enemy air. It explains the communications systems’
interfaces between organic, multiservice, supported, and adjacent units.

In most situations, US heavy divisions are aligned
to fight in mature theaters, but must also be prepared
to fight in a nonmature or contingency theater.
Regardless of the type of theater, the divisional air

DEPLOYMENT
The heavy divisional ADA battalion must be able

to deploy into both mature and nonmature theaters.
Regardless of the theater, the heavy division takes time
to deploy and enters a hostile or secure lodgement as
a follow-on force, reinforcing or replacing US forces al-
ready present. During Operation Just Cause and Des-
ert Shield/Desert Storm, for example, mechanized and
armored forces reinforced light and special division
forces deployed earlier in Panama and Southwest Asia
through the lodgement and beyond to obtain opera-
tional objectives.

defense battalion must conduct careful predeployment
planning to ensure the success of the unit’s deployment
to any theater.

OVERVIEW
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CONTINGENCY DEPLOYMENTS
Contingency deployments into nonmature the-

aters are normally short-term, and short of convention-
al war, but may transition to long-term, mature theater
operations. Contingency operations are unique, since
they focus on certain problems that require rapid and
decisive solutions. They are political, time sensitive,
and are managed at the highest levels of government.
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Contingencies that may involve the heavy divisional DIRECT DEPLOYMENT
ADA battalion include— Deployment directly into a mature theater (lim-

     Presence/security assistance (peacekeeping).        ited or general war) such as central Europe, for exam-

    Show of force/demonstration.    
ple, is similar to contingency deployment except more
is known about the threat. Reforger exercises focus on

    Escalation/de-escalation.    this type of deployment. Another example is Operation
       Forced entry.     Overlord in 1944.

       Support to civil authority.       
    Rescue and recovery operations.     

PREDEPLOYMENT OVERVIEW

Following alert notification, planning and time are
essential. The following elements are important for
battalion level planning:

    Theater of operations (nonmature or mature)
and threat.

 Timeliness.
 Tasks.
     Force composition and size.      
      Means of entry and withdrawal.      
    Coordination of objective and execution.    
 Purpose.
 Duration.
    Because of the sensitivity and complexity of con-

tingencies, the commander and staff must conduct de-
tailed estimates of the situation. Both prior to
deployment and during the operation, decision mak-
ing, planning, and analysis of the conduct of the opera-
tion must be continuous. For the air defender, the area
of operations and threat are analyzed in terms of the
air threat, the ground threat, enemy TBM capability,
and the local populace. The battalion S2 conducts a
predeployment IPB based on the supported maneuver
unit’s IPB. He must consider air avenues of approach,
LZs and DZS, and likely TBM launch sites and targets.
The battalion will devise a lodgement scheme of ma-
neuver based on METT-T that adheres to the AirLand
Battle tenets. Based on the plan and the threat, he
must develop a time-phased deployment plan that inte-
grates into the existing ADA coverage of the lodge-
ment. As the operation begins, the battalion
commander and his subordinate leaders must be pre-
pared and flexible for implementing and executing
added tasks. These tasks could be a result of changes
in the political environment of the US or host nation.

Available transports will dictate the forces avail-
able initially. The ADA commander must use

3-2

METT-T, the tenets of AirLand Battle, and be sensi-
tive to deploying enough air defense into the lodge-
ment or beachhead to integrate adequate protection of
the heavy force as soon as possible. The US joint task
force (JTF) already holding the lodgement may have
FAAD/SHORAD and HIMAD assets providing pro-
tection for the lodgement.

Factors which will influence the size of the initial
ADA force include—

       Mode of delivery (air, land, and sea transport).                  
      Size of the lodgement.           
       Threat capabilities.   
       Effects of offensive counterair.            
    Defensive counterair available.
         Sealift or airlift available.           
The ADA commander should consider Navy or

USAF DCA defending the lodgement and assist their
capabilities. Based on this assessment, a downsizing of
the optimal ADA package may be feasible. The ADA
commander should carefully examine nighttime DCA
capabilities and AWACS survivability based on the en-
emy air force’s capabilities. The amount of time re-
quired for the USAF and or USN to establish air
superiority over the lodgement will directly affect the
amount of ADA required.

All the considerations above are directly predi-
cated by the type of transport available. The ADA com-
mander must be prepared to argue for sufficient air
defense when the division may be placed in a situation
where it must initially trade armor and infantry seats
for air defense coverage based on a delay or shortage
of transport.

To achieve synchronization during a deploy-
ment, enough of the right weapon systems must be
deployed and integrated at the right time and se-
quence to defeat specific threats. For instance, if the
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initial threat is a rotary-wing air assault, a combina-
tion of Vulcan and Stinger should be deployed and in-
tegrated at the earliest possible time. If the threat is
capable of conducting air operations at night, the
FLIR-equipped Avenger must be deployed early. If
the supported maneuver unit plans to commence
combat operations immediately, a Vulcan/Stinger
combination is necessary to maneuver with the com-
bat forces, and clear handoff coordination must be
made for the protection of the lodgement. If the pre-
deploymcnt IPB templates early use of TBMs, a Pa-
triot package must be deployed early in the sequence
to counter that threat. Hawk can also be part of the
package to combine TBM and air-breathing threat
coverage.

The battalion commander must ensure an ADA
representative is included in the division advance

party. This ADA advance party must continually coor-
dinate with the ADA units already deployed to inte-
grate coverage arid early warning between the arriving
heavy ADA and the initial JTF ADA until portions of
the heavy ADA battalion command and control struc-
ture deploy into the area.

In planning for airlift of the ADA battalion to a
lodgement area, the load plans must be detailed. The
ADA System Air Transport Loads illustration shows
the number of systems per aircraft type.

The Staff Actions for preparing to Deploy illustra-
tion on page 3--4 provides an overview of staff actions re-
quired during predeployment planning. For additional
information regading air movements, refer to FMs 55-12
and 55-65, and AR 55-359.
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S e c t i o n  I I .  T h e  A D A  P l a n n i n g  P r o c e s s                      

In most situations, US heavy divisions are aligned commander’s aviation center of gravity. Planning at the
to fight in mature theaters, but must also be prepared battalion level must key on developing an ADA scheme
to fight in a nonmature or contingency theater. The of maneuver which will defeat the attack helicopter
divisional air defense battalion must focus on the unit before it can be brought to bear.
defeat of the attack helicopter units–the enemy

THE HEAVY FAAD/SHORAD BATTALION’S ROLE IN ALB
The FAAD/SHORAD battalion provides the

heavy division with the freedom to maneuver by es-
tablishing a decisive force ratio against the enemy at-
tack helicopter unit at the critical time and place on
the battlefield. Enemy aviation initially supports
ground maneuver by performing reconnaissance and
some fire support for forces in contact, while simul-
taneously conducting attacks from brigade to corps
rear areas to facilitate the attainment of maneuver
unit objectives, deep to the rear areas. Fixed-wing
aircraft attack logistical facilities, reserves, and com-
mand and control centers in the brigade, division,
and corps rear areas. Threat attack helicopters pro-
vide reconnaissance along the FLOT and once a
penetration has been achieved, mass to attack tar-
gets forward of the artillery supporting the main at-
tack (between the indirect fire zone and the threat
fixed-wing attack zone). ADA battalion planning
must focus on defeating the attack helicopter units.

The battalion analyzes potential enemy maneu-
ver courses of action and when and where RW avi-
ation will best be used to support the ground scheme

of maneuver. The ADA plan must have agility—the
ability to shift sensor coverage, fires, sustainment, and
potential movement of ADA fire units laterally on the
battlefield to decisively defeat the attack helicopter
unit. Due to aviation’s inherent flexibility, ADA battal-
ion planning and execution must have initiative-the
ability to visualize the battlefield in time and space and
react properly. Lastly, to achieve depth, the ADA bat-
talion must plan to defeat enemy attacks from the
FLOT to the division rear area and to take the fight to
the enemy by attacking the aviation command and con-
trol and logistics infrastructure with the other partici-
pants of the offensive counterair operation, principally
field artillery and the USAF. All this must result in syn-
chronization or allocation of sufficient ADA to defeat
the attack helicopter unit, when and where it is
employed. Any inflexible, habitual slice-force alloca-
tion will not allow the establishment of a sufficient
combat ratio—enough ADA to meet the employment
guidelines of balance and mutual support-at the criti-
cal time and place to defeat a massed and concentrated
RW attack.

ADA FAAD/SHORAD BATTALION PLANNING
ADA planning begins with the receipt of a new

mission. The battalion commander should begin his
planning armed with a partially completed IPB and a
playbook, or a task organization and concept for a typi-
cal maneuver situation.

The Modified Staff Planning Process illustration on
page 3-6 shows the internal planning process used within
the ADA battalion staff. Once a mission  is received by the
division, the ADA battalion commander refers to his
playbook as a start point for basic force allocation and
how to fight. The S2 conducts a thorough IPB based on
the G2’s IPB. Integrating the playbook and the IPB, the
commander issues guidance to his staff and may suggest
a course of action (COA) for the staff to consider. Staff
estimates are conducted, COAs are developed and war-
gamed and an initial plan is then approved by the com-
mander. Along with publishing the operation order

(OPORD), an initial DST is constructed. The battery
commanders and staff will backbrief the battalion com-
mander to ensure they understand his intent and guid-
ance. The DST is refined, and rehearsals are conducted
with the battery commanders. This process must be inte-
grated sequentially into the division staff planning pro-
cess. This is detailed in the Modified Staff Planning
Process illustration on page 3-6.

INTELLIGENCE PREPARATION
OF THE BATTLEFIELD

IPB is the analytical methodology used to predict
enemy COAs. It consists of five phases: analysis of area
operations, terrain analysis, weather analysis, threat
evaluation, and threat analysis. Prior to the execution
of any operation, the battalion S2 will identify the area
of interest and conduct the terrain analysis. The G2 will
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conduct the ground portion of the IPB. The ADA S2
and or ADCOORD will prepare the air portion of the
IPB. He will recommend priority intelligence require-
ments (PIR) to the commander to provide him with the
enemy air picture. He will request an update on PIRs
previously submitted to the division G2. Corps PIRs
concerning the air threat will be included in the ADA
annex to the corps order. Air threat information will be
included in the decision support template and the deci-
sion support matrix (DSM) provided by the corps ADA
brigade. The S2 must strive for redundancy in answer-
ing his PIRs—he must request information on the en-
emy air and ground order of battle through the ADA
brigade and through division to the corps all source in-
telligence center.

PLAYBOOK
Battalions should have a playbook for missions.

Commanders must strive to make as many planning
and execution tasks in the SOP. The playbook repre-
sents COAs available to the ADA battalion command-
er which convey his intent for allocating forces,
developing sensor plans, and fighting and sustaining
the battle (see the “Roundhouse” play example). The
playbook is a start point-a concept understandable to
battalion leaders upon which planning can begin. Play-
books do not eliminate the requirement to analyze
METT-T before each mission. Playbooks need not be
long—one drawing per mission is sufficient.

COMMANDER’S GUIDANCE
Upon notification of a division change of mission,

the ADCOORD at the division A²C² cell must contact
G3 plans to determine when he will develop a COA.
The ADCOORD will notify the battalion commander
once this has occurred and will conduct an abbreviated
ADA estimate for each COA using the G3 plans. The
battalion commander, using the playbook, will then
give the ADCOORD his intent for each COA. The
ADCOORD will convert the commander’s intent into
the division’s ADA annex once a COA is approved per
the Integrated Staff Planning Process illustration on
page 3-8.

The ADCOORD will then coordinate with the
ADA brigade for reinforcement based on the corps or-
der. The battalion commander will then issue his guid-
ance to the ADA battalion staff, giving his
understanding of the threat, the division concept of the
operation, and his intent for the task organization of
the battalion, using the playbook for a start point.
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WAR-GAMING
Based on a review of the division order, the cur-

rent battalion status, and anticipated actions prior to
execution, the battalion staff will war-game the battal-
ion commander’s initial COA using the staff estimate
process in FM 44-100. The battalion XO is the battal-
ion’s second in charge for the planning process, and his
principal functions are to integrate staff planning and
ensure the staff has visualized the battlefield and inte-
grated battalion actions.

The war-gaming process should begin with all staff
members having a through understanding of the S2’s

updated IPB. The S2 must use selected named areas of
interest (NAIs) from the division G2’s IPB that will al-
low him to follow major enemy maneuver actions. The
ADA S2 will then layer his aerial terrain analysis over
this condensed ground IPB,  identifying key points
where the enemy will attempt to penetrate and or ex-
ploit and where the threat will use his attack helicopter
unit to best support his ground activities. The S2 will
then display his analysis using a DST which is a drawing
showing the G2’s condensed situation template with
the aerial terrain analysis and the appropriate ground
and air NAIs (see the illustration below). 
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The ADA battalion XO then analyzes the battal-
ion’s response to the S2’s anticipated enemy COAs, fo-
cusing on developing a synchronized ADA response to
the attack helicopter unit’s main attack, and ensuring
the battalion has an integrated response (fires, C2 sus-
tainment, and early warning) to each contingency. The
corps’ ADA brigade plan must be factored into the war-
gaming. The battalion staff needs subordinate maneu-
ver brigade graphics to pinpoint maneuver units which
have the best potential to be on the battlefield in the
vicinity of the attack helicopter unit’s main effort. The
brigade LNOs and the ADCOORD need to participate
in this war-gaming.

The staff next discusses each contingency, simul-
taneously developing the sensor plan, making adjust-
ments based on the A2C2 plan, and planning for the
attack of enemy aviation logistics and C2 nodes
(CAAD). The staff then conducts a session to visualize
the upcoming battle based on potential enemy actions
(NAIs) and develops decision points (DPs) and identi-
fies them on the DST. Anything can happen in war and
the potential DPs are thus limitless. However, the staff
must assess friendly capabilities versus enemy inten-
tions to determine what COAs the enemy most likely

will adopt and identify these as DPs.
The staff will then draw and date a DSM (see the

DSM illustration). The DPs will be listed across the top
with a brief synopsis of the decision point. The plan to

cover the NAIs associated with the DP, the maneuver
response, missions for the subordinate ADA units,
CAAD, early warning, C2, and CSS will be listed down
the side of the DSM. The staff begins completing any
part of the matrix immediately upon the completion of
the DST. The non-ADA parts of the matrix normally
can be completed first and the ADA integrated re-
sponse then developed as part of the wargaming pro-
cess. The DST should produce a coordinated sensor
plan, ADA scheme of maneuver, C2, early warning,
sustainment, and CAAD in response to each probable
enemy COA. It is a tool for the commander and he can
arrange the subjects of the horizontal and vertical axes
as he sees fit. The DSM is a living document and it
should be continually modified and dated throughout
the planning process.

Throughout this process, the staff must continual-
ly coordinate with the brigade LNOs and the division
ADCOORD to gain an understanding of the brigade
plans and to learn of any changes.

intent for the force as a whole (see the example of the 
commander's intent illustrated on page 3-12).  A true

DSM/OPORD INTERRELATIONSHIP
The DSM is the principal planning tool which al-

lows the staff to visualize the battlefield, war-game

COAs, and allows for the development of a synchro-
nized response to varied enemy actions. The DSM may
include a “play” which enunciates the commander’s in-
tent. However, it is important to realize that to fully un-
derstand the commander’s intent, subordinate leaders
must also read paragraph three of the five-paragraph

understanding of- the concept to the operation has to
come from the publication of the DSM and the com-
mander’s intent.

DECISION
The battalion commander and S3 next meet with

the battery commanders (BCs) to brief them on the
commander’s intent and the DSM. After this briefing,
the BCs backbrief the battalion commander to ensure
they understand their missions. The battery command-
ers will have formulated an initial plan by this point.
The BC is the brigade ADA officer and thus must re-
spond to the supported commander’s scheme of ma-
neuver. The battalion commander, however, is privy to
the corps ADA plan and division scheme of maneuver
and thus has the perspective to allocate ADA forward
and even specify on the DSM a certain asset that will
be defended based on his IPB and analysis of the divi-
sion commander’s intent. The BC's role is to integrate
his battery into the brigade scheme of maneuver while
positioning his forces to defeat the attack helicopter
unit. ADA planning must be top-down, and the battery
commander must adjust his tentative plan to provide
air defense for his supported unit and meet his battal-
ion commander’s guidance.

REHEARSALS
Armed with the battalion DSM, BCs then formu-

late the brigade ADA plan and allocate their forces.
The intent of battery planning is to produce a DSM that
simplifies platoon planning to the greatest extent pos-
sible. The objective is to provide the platoon with suffi-
cient information so the platoon leader can focus on
execution versus planning.

After the battery commanders have participated
in brigade rehearsals, the ADA battalion must conduct
its own rehearsal. The battalion commander, battery
commanders, S1, S2, S3, S4, ADCOORD, and brigade
LNOs should participate. If time prevents the assembly
of these personnel at one location, then the battalion
commander should conduct the rehearsal on the bat-
talion command net (METT-T dependant). The pur-
pose of the battalion rehearsal is to ensure thorough
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EXAMPLE OF OPORD COMMANDER'S INTENT

3. EXECUTION

INTENT My intent is to defeat the 32d AHR in the 3d Brigade sector. In the 1st Brigade area (secondary
effort), I want to prevent attack helicopters from using approaches along the northern porTion of 1st Brigade
sector as 3rd Brigade attacks from the south. In the rear, we must protect critical assets from a fixed-wing attack.

Section III. Air Defense Command, Control, and Communications     
Command, control, and communications are the course of the battle. The development and use of the

means by which the ADA commander’s intent and ADA DST helps the commander make quick, intelli-
scheme of maneuver are effectively executed on the gent decisions should something unexpected happen.
battlefield. Though the ADA plan is developed and To execute the DSM, positive command and control
war-gamed in detail, many things change during the must be maintained throughout the battle.

ADA BATTALION C2 FACILITIES AND FUNCTIONS
The ADA battalion C2 facilities consist of the bat- commander, the ADCOORD, and the primary staff

talion TOC and the battalion A/L section. Their func- members. The S3 section then develops the DST based
tions are described in the following paragraphs. on the S2’s IPB and the chosen COA. The ADCOORD

BATTALION TOC must keep the S3 updated on any changes to the divi-
The air defense battalion TOC is the primary sion maneuver plan. The S3 section monitors the battle

source of information for the commander. The TOC and keeps the commander informed of changes. Dur-
contains the S3/operations section and the ADTOC ing execution, the S3 passes local air defense warnings
(S2 and early warning). (LADWs) (see the illustration below) and directed ear-

ly warning over division command or battery command
The S3/Operations Section nets, depending on whether the threat is to the division

The S3/operations section is responsible for devel- or to one brigade, respectively.
oping ADA COAs, and war-gaming the COAs with the

DYNAMITE Aircraft are inbound or are attacking now. Response Is Immediate.

LOOKOUT

SNOWMAN

Aircraft are in the area of interest but are not threatening, or are inbound but
there is time to react.

No aircraft pose a threat at this time.
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S2
The S2 section is in the ADTOC along with the S3.

The S2 is responsible for constructing the IPB, recom-
mending to the commander the most likely enemy
COAs, and developing an ADA scout plan that will
support his IPB. He monitors the early warning net and
the division intelligence net. As he monitors early
warning, he confirms or denies, and then, if necessary,
updates his IPB. He integrates the intelligence infor-
mation received from division and his ADA scouts to
paint a three-dimensional picture, overtime and space,
for the commander.

The ABMOC
The ABMOC is located in the TOC extension di-

rectly outside of the S2 vehicle. The ABMOC officer
monitors the early warning net (remoted from the S2’s
vehicle). He is positioned in front of a 1:100,000 map
overlayed with MSCS grids and all pertinent airspace
control measures in effect. Next to his station is the
S2/S3 operations map (1:50,000) with the division
graphics. He talks to the A2C2 cell at the division main
to deconflict airspace and assist the S3 in determining
if there is a threat to the division.

BATTALION A/L SECTION
The battalion A/L section consists of the S 1 and

S4 sections. Their primary responsibility is to plan,
coordinate, and execute replacements and resupply of
the units. Their primary focus is maintaining personnel
strength and resupplying batteries and any other ADA
units organic to the battalion protecting assets in the
division rear area. They are located in the battalion
support area, normally collocated with the forward
support battalion supporting the division’s main effort
brigade. The A/L section maintains contact with the
commander during the battle, monitors the battalion

command net, and responds to Class III and V requests
during the battle.

Battalion S1
The battalion S1 coordinates with the division G1

for priority of replacements. He sends requests to the
G1 and monitors incoming personnel. He keeps track
of needs by battery and primitives replacements based
on the commander’s intent.

Battalion S4
The battalion S4 coordinates with the DISCOM

commander and main support battalion commander to
ensure ADA peculiar Class V and IX parts are or-
dered. He coordinates with division to ensure the logis-
tical resupply from division to brigades includes the
necessary ADA-peculiar supplies. He must also keep
division logistics personnel aware of changes to the
ADA allocation of forces so that supplies are sent to
the correct brigade support area(s).

COMMAND AND CONTROL PROCEDURES
The ADA battalion commander controls the inte-

grated air defense effort through the use of the C2

structure and procedures. The battalion commander
controls the fires of his air defense weapons in two
ways: positive and procedural. Positive control includes
electronic means (IFF,  early warning radars, et cetera).
Procedural control includes previously established
rules and criteria.

Air Defense Warnings
To alert units to enemy air attack, air defense

warnings (ADWs) are broadcast by various levels of the
ADA battalion C2 structure. Standard ADWs are es-
tablished by corps or the regional air defense comm-
ander, They are known as RED, YELLO W, and
WHITE (see the illustration below).
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When received, they apply to the force as a whole
and must be disseminated to every soldier within the
division. At the division level and below, early warning
is disseminated over redundant nets along with an
LADW. LADWs are designated as Dynamite, Look-
out, and Snowman (see the Local Air Defense War-
nings illustration on page 3-12). They have
cm-responding actions the commanders should take.
For example, when Dynamite precedes an early war-
ning message, the maneuver forces may stop to increase
passive air defense, and predesignated vehicles pre-
pare to engage with a combined arms response. There-
sponse desired by the division is unique to the mission,
and dependent on METT-T. It is not intended to be an
automatic response. Under certain circumstances,
units may not wish to engage incoming aircraft, for ex-
ample, while in a hide position.

Rules of Engagement
Rules of engagement (ROE) are directives which

specify the circumstances under which aircraft will be
engaged. Rules of engagement are used—

• To establish varying degrees of control over
ADA fires.

• TO provide protection of friendly aircraft.
• To maintain the level of defense required by

the tactical situation.
ROE permit the area air defense commander

(AADC) to retain control of the air battle by prescrib-
ing the exact conditions under which engagements may
take place. ROE which pertain to divisional air defense
apply to all warfare participants in the theater and are
disseminated to all echelons. There are three ROE
which are applicable to all air defense contributors.

Right of self-defense. Commanders at all levels
have the right to protect their own forces. When

applied to air defense, the right of self-defense
eludes the defense of the supported assets.

in-

Hostile criteria. Hostile criteria are basic rules that
assist in the identification of friendly or hostile aircraft.
Hostile criteria may consider the factors of speed, alti-
tude, heading of aircraft, and hostile acts. (Note: drop-
ping of flares does not constitute a hostile act.)

Weapon contol status. Weapon control statuses
(WEAPONS FREE, WEAPONS TIGHT, and
WEAPONS HOLD) describe the degree of control
over air defense fires. Weapon control statuses apply
to weapon systems, volumes of airspace, or types of air-
craft. The degree or extent of control varies depending
on the tactical situation. The Weapon Control Statuses
illustration shows standard WCSs.

Supplemental Fire Control Measures
Supplemental fire control measures (SFCMs) are

procedural measures which delineate or modify hostile
criteria, delegate identification authority, or serve
strictly as aids in fire distribution or airspace control.
The FAAD/SHORAD battalion commander must un-
derstand these measures to maximize vertical integra-
tion with HIMAD and aviation or Air Force units. The
most commonly used SFCMs in the division area are
weapons free zones and high-density airspace control
zones.

Wapons free zone. The ADA battalion commander
may request a weapons free zone (WFZ) in the area of
templated enemy air assault landing zones. This allows
the ADA battalion to engage any rotary-wing aircraft
flying into the WFZ during the specified time. The
WFZ must be coordinated closely with the A2C2 ele-
ment at division and the A2C2 elements of brigades
which are affected. A WFZ is approved by corps for ro-
tary-wing aircraft, and by the regional air defense com-
mander for fixed-wing aircraft.
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HIDACZ. The division commander may estab- the HIDACZ may impact on the corps commander’s
lish a HIDACZ upon approval of the airspace control deep battle plan and must be approved by the corps
authority (ACA) at higher echelons. A HIDACZ al- commander.
lows the establishing authority to control the use of Other supplemental fire control measures. There
a particular volume of airspace. An example would are other SFCMs. For further information, refer to
be if the division commander wanted to execute a FM 100-103.
JAAT (joint air attack) mission. The establishment of

ADA COMMUNICATIONS
To effectively respond to the air threat, ADA units

must maintain—
     Control of the air battle.
   Command, administrative, and logistical lines  

with higher and subordinate headquarters.
        Contact with supported units.        
The ADA battalion commander is responsible for

establishing an effective communications system to be
used by elements of his command in carrying out their
assigned missions.

REQUIREMENTS
Close coordination between the corps ADA bri-

gade and the divisional ADA battalions and batteries
is essential to the success of tactical level ADA oper-
ations. That coordination should be effected during
the battle by the higher commander dropping down
to the subordinate commander’s net. Platoon lead-
ers and battery commanders do not have the time nor
the radio resources to continually jump up to the
higher ADA commander’s net.

RESPONSIBILITIES
The battalion commander has overall responsi-

bility for establishing the communications structure
within the battalion. The battalion signal officer aids
the commander in accomplishing this mission.

Battalion Commander
The battalion commander has responsibility for

establishing an effective communications system for
use by his batteries and platoons. This is essential in
carrying out their assigned air defense mission. He
does this through his signal officer.

Signal Officer
The signal officer has the responsibility of

advising the commander on all CE matters. He plans,
manages, and directs all aspects of the unit’s
communications systems. The signal officer is
responsible for preparing such documents as signal
estimates, operations plans, and orders for the

guidance and direction of subordinate batteries. He
also exercises technical supervision over signal
activities within the command.

USE OF ADA COMMUNICATIONS NETS
ADA plans must be developed to achieve syn-

chronization on the battlefield. There are some basic
rules for use of ADA communications nets which ap-
ply to the AirLand battlefield. Nets required by ele-
ment are shown in the Required Nets illustration on
page 3-16.

ADA Command Nets
ADA command nets are used to command and

control ADA units, direct early warning and  local
ADWs, and pass other general information. When
the battalion or battery commander needs to talk to
his next subordinate unit commander, he needs to
switch to that subordinate unit’s frequency. In addi-
tion, the battalion commander should monitor the
battery net of the battery supporting the main effort.
If he has the radios to support it, he should also moni-
tor the command net of the brigade conducting the
main effort. This gives him a real-time picture of the
battle that affects the majority of his air defense
forces.

Air Defense Coordination Net
The air defense coordination net (ADCN) is an

AM net used for coordination between the ADA bat-
talion air defense coordination section (ADCS) and
the battalion ABMOC. The ADCS keeps the ABMOC
informed of changes in HIMAD coverage, positions,
and general status of HIMAD units. The ABMOC can
also keep the ADCS informed of the maneuver situa-
tion. They both can exchange information on airspace
control measurcs.
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Battalion A/L Net to talk to the A/L section. This helps to keep the battal-
The battalion A/L net is the primary operating net ion command net open and provides a dedicated net to

for the S1 and S4. The S3 and XO will use the A/L net the A/L section.
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External Nets data to the division G2. The battalion S3 will operate
There are certain nets external to the battalion mainly on the battalion command and division com-

which should be monitored to maintain a coordinated mand nets. If the division is conducting a passage of
effort between the battalion and division. The battalion lines with another division, the battalion TOC should
S2 will monitor the division intelligence net to maintain monitor the adjacent air defense battalion command
an updated intelligence picture and to pass intelligence net.

ADA EARLY WARNING

Early warning at the divisional ADA battalion lev-
el must be directive in nature, but may include MSCS
down to the brigade LNOs. The battalion S2 integrates
long-range early warning with his ADA sensor and
scout plan. The ABMOC acts as a funnel or filter at the
division level to redirect early warning that is pertinent
to the division.

ADA EARLY WARNING SYSTEM OPERATOR
SCOUTS AND SENSORS

The ADA scouts and sensors are the ADA battal-
ion’s primary resource for identifying locations of en-
emy aircraft. The S2 employs the sensors and scouts to
observe NAIs and DPs identified on the DST. Their re-
ports will confirn or deny the S2’s IPB and provide him
the information necessary to update his DST. At times,
not all NAIs can be covered by ADA scouts and sen-
sors, and thus help may be needed from division. In ad-
dition, the S2 may incorporate some of the division
G2’s NAIs to help ascertain probable enemy actions as
information is gathered and analyzed. The ADA scout
and sensor platoon leader is positioned at the TOC
once the scouts are employed. The sensors and scouts
report aircraft information on the early warning net
and appropriate battery command nets. As the AB-
MOC receives early warning from higher sources, the
S2 may direct sensors and scouts to watch and report
on specific NAIs, if only to alert them that aircraft are
in the area.

LONG-RANGE EARLY WARNING
The ABMOC receives long-range early warning

from the ADCS at local HIMAD sources over the divi-
sion early warning net. Long-range early warning re-
ceived at the ABMOC is in MSCS form. The ABMOC
plots the targets, checks the targets against current air-
space control measures, and, if necessary, deconflicts
the tracks with the A2C2 cell at the division main CP.
If the aircraft is not identified as friendly and poses a
threat to the division, the ABMOC will retransmit ear-
ly warning to the division. He will transmit MSCS to

the brigade LNOs, and directed early warning to every-
one on the division early warning net.

DIRECTED EARLY WARNING
Directed early warning is early warning that is di-

rected to alert a particular unit or units or area of the
battlefield. Directed early warning defines the level of
warning by stating whether the aircraft are friendly or
unknown, a cardinal direction, and if known, the most
likely affected asset(s) within the division. For exam-
ple, if an early warning source reports four enemy rota-
ry-wing aircraft inbound from the east, and 1st Brigade
is attacking along the eastern axis during a division at-
tack, the ABMOC should report a LADW and directed
early warning message: “Dynamite! Dynamite! Hinds
from the east against Axis Blue!” Dynamite is the
LADW that alerts the division to attack, and the  re-
sponse per the local SOP must be immediate.

When a threat to the division is identified, the bat-
talion S3 will transmit a LADW and early warning on
the division command net. The ADA battalion com-
mander, forward with the division main effort, can
broadcast early warning over the early warning and bat-
tery command nets to support the batteries. In addi-
tion, since he is probably in the vicinity of the brigade
fighting the main effort, he will broadcast on the bri-
gade command net. When brigade LNOs receive early
warning from the ABMOC or from the ADA scouts,
they will direct early warning down on the battery com-
mand nets. Battery commanders will rebroadcast early
warning on appropriate platoon nets and on the ma-
neuver battalion command net. The TF LNOs will
transmit directed early warning on the platoon nets and
TF command nets (see the Division Early Warning il-
lustration on page 3-18).

Directed early warning must be quick, simple, and
redundant in nature. It is imperative that all units, to
include maneuver units, receive early warning, espe-
cially those units that have only minimal air defense
coverage. Use of grids and MSCS at the battery and
platoon level is impractical and time-consuming during
a battle.
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CHAPTER 4

Lodgement Operations
This chapter discusses the role of the FAAD/SHORAD ADA bat-

talion as part of the family of air defense weapon systems in lodgement
operations. It also discusses techniques and special planning consider-
ations to conduct an expanding torrent into a nonmature theater of op-
erations. The focus is on how to kill enemy air in support of maneuver
forces during lodgement operations.

OVERVIEW
The general lodgement concepts may be applied

to both contingent and mature theater operations in
which a force must operate without US base support,
and in which the threat is capable of attacking any point
in the AO. Lodgement operations include predeploy-
ment (see Chapter 3), deployment, establishment and
expansion of the lodgement, and termination (transi-
tion) phases.

THREAT CONSIDERATIONS
Either air parity or US numerical inferiority

against enemy forces may exist during the initial phase
of the lodgement. Threat airborne and airmobile
forces represent a continuing threat to the lodgement
area in the form of assaults to seize, damage, or destroy
transportation systems, support activities, nuclear and
chemical systems, and C3 activities. The battalion S2
must conduct a predeployment IPB (see Chapter 3) as
thoroughly as is possible so the commander can deploy
the proper force package based on the threat picture.

COMMAND AND CONTROL
Air defense operations will be planned and con-

trolled by an area air defense commander (AADC)
designated by the JTF commander. The AADC esta-
blishes theater-wide rules of engagement.

Usually, the AADC will delegate operational
command, less authority to establish rules of engage-
ment, to the division commander for organic, attached,
or assigned air defense units.

All forces will receive air defense warnings and
weapon control status from the JFACC. Additionally,
air defense communications must be dedicated, secure,
and reliable with antijamming features, even though
significant distances and adverse terrain may make
communications difficult.

Battalion and battery commanders must be aware of
the unique and complex traits of the coordination effort

in lodgement operations. The constrained and structured
environment adds pressure to all leaders The chance
that all forces employed in the JTF have trained and
worked together is remote. This demands that each per-
son be oriented and motivated to US mission accomplish-
ment. The battalion commander must also balance the
physical security of forces between the mission and re-
strictive rules of engagement (ROE). This may be hard
to do because the political concerns used to develop the
ROE may conflict with the physical security needs of the
force. Additionally, the ROE are sometimes established
late, requiring flexibility on the part of ADA leaders at
all levels.

Finally, the command relationships (Army, joint,
and multinational) are more complex in contingency
operations due to their unique nature, form, require-
ments, and uncommon traits of political-military con-
cerns. There is constant tension due to the need for
sustained and coordinated C2, and a need to avoid
overcommand and overcontrol. In highly sensitive situ-
ations, it is hard to have constant monitoring and re-
main flexible.

TACTICAL OVERVIEW
Lodgements provide a foothold from which an ex-

panding torrent of US forces enter a theater of opera-
tions. Initial employment of air defense assets will be
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directed to the defense of arrival airfields, seaports, fa-
cilities, transportation centers, nuclear storage and de-
livery facilities, C3 activities, or supported centers and
other critical assets.

ADA units must take advantage of their mobility
to ensure their suwivability while giving maximum air
defense protection to the defended asset. Whether
heavy ADA units land by air or by sea, coordination
with existing ADA forces must occur first, followed by
quick movement to selected positions and becoming
operational. Minute internal details must be taken care
of after fire units are emplaced and communications
established.

ADA may rely on liaison/coordination teams with
the US Air Force for long-range early warning infor-
mation until a HIMAD force is deployed. If HIMAD

forces are deployed early to counter a TBM threat,
then a liaison team must be established for early war-
ning information. F/S units will be coupled with sensors,
whenever feasldie. Detection and warning must be
conducted continuously. Speed of attack aircraft re-
quires that all ADA units be integrated to provide ade-
quate warning to elements of the deployed force.

As the ADA battalion command and control
structure becomes operational, they must effect liaison
with other sources such as Air Force, or possibly Ma-
rine, elements for long-range early warning data, and
ensure integration of F/S systems into the family of air
defense weapon systems as follow-on forces arrive.
Though current TOE designs do not support LNOs for
contingent operations, LNOs are critical to synchro-
nization and must be used.

DEPLOYMENT PHASE
Regardless of the adequacy of the installation de- two echelons, an assault force and a follow-on force.

ployment SOP in support of contingency operations, ADA planning must include support to both forces.
battalion planners must assess the threat, force protec- Sequenced employment also mandates a higher
tion requirements, and phased ADA deployment of as- level of discipline at the squad and platoon level to en-
sets. To do this, the ADA battalion staff must use sure successful air defense coverage with minimum ini-
reverse planning. The initial force package must be de- tial leadership guidance. Deployment of a heavy
signed to support an expanding torrent. The require- division is not as rapid as the assault force. This normal-
ments of the tactical operation determine the ly places the heavy division deployment into the follow-
sequence, arrival time, and disposition of forces in the on force role. During a sealift deployment, dispersion
lodgement area. These, in turn, determine the embar- among the ships must be considered to prevent an en-
kation time and order. If a forced entry is required in tire unit from being lost or delayed if a ship is damaged
the area of operation, the division will organize into or sunk.

ESTABLISHMENT/EXPANSION OF THE LODGEMENT

The lodgement will be established by the introduc-
tion of combat forces into the area of operations. Often
these will be light or special purpose forces and they
will enter the theater with their organic air defense
unit (see stage one of the following illustration).

These light FAAD/SHORAD forces will perform
an IPB and METT-T analysis and defend the most VW
assets within the lodgement against enemy air attack.
If the enemy possesses a significant TBM capability to
attack the lodgement, the force commander should tai-
lor an echelons above corps (EAC) Patriot package and

‘introduce it into the lodgement at the earliest possible
moment (see stage two of the following illustration). A
Hawk package may also be considered if METT-T and
the IPB indicate a significant air-breathing threat.
These EAC assets will be deployed with the minimum
engagement capability needed to counter the threat.
Since the lodgment ultimately becomes the theater lo-

gistics base (an EAC asset), the EAC ADA brigade
would assume the mission of providing continuous
TBM/ABT protection throughout the duration of the
operation.

It is imperative that a JTF area air defense com-
mander be appointed to coordinate all the air defense
assets in the theater, and to coordinate with any host
nation, USN, or USAF command and control facilities
in theater (the command and reporting center (CRC)).
If a Hawk package has not been deployed to this point,
its introduction must be given serious consideration to
defeat the air-breathing threat to the expanding lodge-
ment.

As heavy forces are introduced into the lodge-
ment, they will deploy with their organic FAAD/
SHORAD battalions, and corps ADA brigade
elements (see stage three of the following illustration).
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The corps ADA brigade becomes part of the ex-
pansion of the combat forces and must initially inte-
grate into the EAC air defense coverage. However, as
the lodgment expands, the corps’ primary mission be-
comes protection of the division TAAs/combat forms
with HIMAD assets and FAAD/SHORAD protection
for corps sustainment facilities. Corps FAAD/
SHORAD forces relieve divisional ADA at critical
points within the lodgement. Divisional FM/
SHORAD units will then have the responsibility for
providing a balanced, mutually supporting defense of
divisional assembly areas, but their defense must be
overmatched by corps ADA brigade HIMAD forces.

As the corps expands the lodgement and begins
combat operations against the enemy, the corps ADA

brigade must orchestrate the continued aircraft and
TBMdefense of the lodgement while pushing HIMAD
forward to overwatch maneuver forces in the combat
zone (as shown by the Stage Four—Expanding Torrent
of ADA illustration). This may require the deployment
of additional HIMAD forces into the theater to meet
all the requirements.

The air defense of a lodgement is an expanding
torrent of ADA coverage employing all the members
of the family of ADA weapons. The ADA planner must
be sensitive to airlift restrictions, CSS imperatives, and
host nation support/agreements needed (for example,
forklifts, warehouses, and contracting), but the general
template just described will provide the agility neces-
sary to meet all potential enemy courses of action.

TERMINATION (TRANSITION) OF THE LODGEMENT

The nonmature, or contingency theater normally must prepare to protect an expanding AO during the
entails only short-duration combat operations (for ex- transition phase. As the mature theater develops, add-
ample, Operation Just Cause). If the objectives of ed forces and C3 elements will need ADA protection.
forces deployed in a nonmature theater are not accom- During the termination of an operation, the withdraw-
plished in a limited time frame, the theater may transi- al of air defense assets must be phased to ensure that
tion into a mature theater of operations. The adequate coverage is provided for ail elements of the
lodgement will consequently transition to support sus- joint task force. ADA units may be among the last to
tained, mature theater tactical operations. ADA forces withdraw based on METT-T.



CHAPTER 5

Offense
This chapter describes how the heavy division ADA battalion

commander will allocate his forces to protect the division during of-
fensive operations. It also explains the specific threat and consider-
ations for ADA employment to defeat the attack helicopter regiment
in all types of offensive operations.

ADA IN THE OFFENSE
Offensive missions, by nature, are characterized cover and concealment. ADA is very critical in t he of-

by maneuver. When maneuver units are moving they fense. ADA systems supporting offensive operations
are more vulnerable to both enemy fixed- and rotary- must be able to maneuver and react with the division
wing aircraft. They are easily located and identified elements likely to be attacked by enemy aviation.
by enemy aircraft and are able to maintain much less

MOVEMENT TO CONTACT
A movement to contact is conducted to gain or re-

establish contact with the enemy. The key characteris-
tic of movement to contact is the lack of movement to
contact intelligence each side has. The purpose is to de-
velop the situation early and provide an advantage
prior to engagement. The movement to contact is char-
acterized by decentralized control and rapid commit-
ment of forces from the march. A movement to contact
often results in a meeting engagement. Each side at-
tempts to seize the initiative or overwhelm the other
and force it into the defensive.

The movement to contact ends when contact is
made or the objective is occupied without enemy con-
tact. When the force encounters an enemy force, quick
decisions must be made resulting in rapid movement to
retain the initiative,

DIVISION AND BRIGADE
The division and brigade, in a movement to con-

tact, designate subordinate units as a covering force;
the advance, flank, and rear guards; and the main body.
Normally, movement is conducted in multiple col-
umns. Subordinate combat units use the formations
that best enable them to accomplish their mission.

Covering Force
The covering force develops the enemy situation

and prevents unnecessary delay of the main body. It op-
erates well forward of the main body and is usually
comprised of the division cavalry squadron or a battal-
ion task force.

Advance Guard
The advance guard is normally furnished and con-

trolled by the leading element of the main body. Its
purpose is to secure the uninterrupted movement of
the main body.

Flank and Rear Guards
Hank and rear guards protect the main body from

ground observation and surprise attacks. They must be
strong enough to defeat minor enemy forces or to delay
a strong enemy attack long enough to allow the main
body to deploy.

Main Body
The main body contains the bulk of the division’s

combat power. It is organized and deployed to be capa-
ble of hasty attack or defense on short notice.
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THE  THREAT
In a movement to contact, the threat uses their he-

licopters as a mobile antitank reserve or counterattack
force. They may use some attack helicopters forward
for additional reconnaissance. The threat eomrnander,
however, will commit his attack helicopter unit when
US forces achieve a successful penetration. The attack
helicopter unit will attack reserve units moving lateral-
ly on the battlefield. They will look for armored units
maneuvering to conduct an envelopment or flanking
attack. At the same time, the threat commander will
commit his own armored reserve to destroy the pene-
trating force. Fixed-wing aircraft may be launched ear-
ly to conduct armed reconnaissance. Once the
movement to contact has developed into a meeting en-
gagement, fixed-wing aircraft will be commited
against our division rear area to extend the depth of
fires, and help open the corridor for the enemy’s sec-
ond echelon.

AIR DEFENSE
The ADA battalion comrnmder must weight the

main effort of the division. The division main effort in
a movement to contact will be the brigade or task force
which is most likely to be committed in an enveloping
or flanking maneuver to strike the enemy in the flank.
This will generally not be one of the forward brigades,
but the follow-on brigade. Since the lateral movement
may be tO the left or the right, the ADA battalion com-
mander must read the battlefield. He must analyze the
terrain throughout the entire route of march, and look
for key indicators as to what the enemy is doing. The
battalion S2, brigade LNO, and division ADA A2C2

element will keep him informed continuously of
changes in intelligence.

The ADA battalion commander will weight the
main effort with Vulcans and Stingers. He will use
Chaparrals or Avengers to protect critical division rear
area assets (see C/V Battalion With Division Move-
ment to Contact illustration).

The Chaparral/Vulcan Battalion
The Chaparral/Vulcan battalion commander will

weight the division’s main effort with Vulcans and

HHB Stingers. Stinger heavy teams can weight the
main effort and be used by the battalion commander to
adjust coverage, if necessary. Chaparrals will defend
critical division rear assets (for example, C2, logistics,
and field artillery assets). Assets from corps should be
requested to support critical assets deep in the division
rear area such as the DISCOM.

The Vulcan/Stinger Battalion
The Vulcan/Stinger battalion will weight the main

effort with at least two batteries of Vulcan/Stinger. The
battalion should use Stinger heavy teams to adjust cov-
erage, if the main effort shifts. The advance guard,
flank and rear guards, and revering force will receive
minimal threat aircraft; probably a squadron at the
most.

Stingers in organic vehicles should be allocated to
defend critical division rear assets such as C2, logistics
facilities, and field artillery. The DSA needs at least a
platoon of Stinger teams, unless corps provides rein-
forcing units.

The Vulcan/Stinger/Avenger Battalion
The Vulcan/Stinger/Avenger battalion must

weight the division main effort with Vulcans and Sting-
ers. Avenger squads and Stinger teams will be allocated
to protect C2, logistics facilities, and field artillery
units. The DSA should be allocated a platoon of Sting-
ers or Avengers. If corps provides enough reinforcing
fires to protect the DS the Stingers and Avengers
can be pushed forward to protect MSRs and long-range
field artillery.

The Stinger Battalion
The Stinger battalion needs to weight the divi-

sion’s main effort. The main effort needs to be
weighted with at last four platoons. One of the deter-
mining factors is the number of armored vehicles avail-
able. If there are not enough armored vehicles to
provide massed fires with the main effort, organic ve-
hicles can be used in a leapfrogging, overwatch tech-
nique behind the maneuver forces. Stinger teams must
be allocated to defend C2, logistics facilities, and field
artillery. If corps units are not reinforcing, a Stinger
platoon must be allocated to the DSA.

MEETING ENGAGEMENT
A meeting engagement will often result from a due to ineffective reconnaissance; when both forces

movement to contact. Our doctrine tells us meeting are aware of each other’s presence and decide to attack
engagements happen by chance; threat doctrine states each other without delay or when one force attempts
they are inevitable. Meeting engagements may occur hasty defense and the other attempts to prevent it.
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SUCCESS IN A MEETING ENGAGEMENT
Success in a meeting engagement depends on ef-

fective execution once contact has been made. Success
is enhanced by the force which seizes the initiative,
moves rapidly, attacks violently, and maintains mo-
mentum by correlating all available combat power and
combat multipliers. The maneuver commander must
decide quickly whether to defend, bypass or attack.

AIR DEFENSE IN A MEETING ENGAGEMENT
The planning for the meeting engagement must

be conducted during the movement to contact plan-
ning phase. Through the IPB process, the division G2
must determine possible COAs the enemy may take
throughout the movement to contact route of march.
His IPB will identify likely areas where an enemy force
may want to fight, whether in attack or defense. The
ADA battalion S2 will then template likely air avenues
of approach and aerial ambush sites that counter each
of the enemy’s COAs.

The ADA battalion commander and S3 must then
develop a plan that allows for agility and flexibility to
effectively counter each enemy COA. Once contact is
made and a meeting engagement ensues, the ADA
commander must decide quickly, using his decision
support template, how best to defeat the air threat.

Chaparral/Vulcan Battalion
A Chaparral/Vulcan commander will position

his Vulcans and Stingers with the main effort maneu-
ver force in expectation of enemy rotary-wing attack.
Chaparrals will be positioned to protect key logistics
facilities, command and control nodes, and lines of
communications. Field artillery units are vulnerable
due to the need to constantly move forward to new
sites to support the maneuver units. Stingers and or
Chaparrals are effective for protecting these field ar-
tillery units. A Chaparral battery or platoon(s) can be
used effectively to overwatch a fixing force if one is
employed once contact has been made. Vulcans and
Stingers maneuvering with ground forces must be

cautious not to become involved in the direct fire
fight while moving forward.

Vulcan/Stinger Battalion
Once contact has been made, the Vulcan/Stinger

commander must determine the division commander’s
main effort. This will be the force designated to make
some lateral maneuver on the battlefield. At least two
batteries of Vulcan/Stinger will maneuver to support
the main effort. Stinger teams can provide overmatch-
ing fires for fixing forces and critical rear area assets.
If the divisional battalion has received reinforcing air
defense from corps, the ADA battalion commander
can use more of his organic firepower to defend ma-
neuver units forward. This allows the commander in-
creased agility forward while maintaining depth
throughout the battlefield.

Vulcan/Stinger/Avenger Battalion
The Vulcan/Stinger/Avenger battalion command-

er will also employ two Gun/Stinger batteries with the
main effort maneuver units. Stinger teams can be
employed to overwatch fixing forces and critical rear
area assets. Avengers should be employed to protect
critical rear assets such as command and control facili-
ties, logistics facilities, field artillery assets, and main-
tain lines of communications. Avengers can also be
used to overwatch fixing forces.

Stinger Battalion
Upon contact with the enemy, the Stinger battal-

ion commander must quickly determine the threat and
the division commander’s main effort. He must then
determine when and where the preponderance of en-
emy aircraft will attack. If the battalion has dedicated
SHORAD fighting vehicles, he can then shift his cover-
age to defeat the air threat. If he does not have Stinger
heavy, he can reorient fires for most of his units and
concentrate fires in the direction of the attack. Stinger
must be careful not to get caught up in the direct fire
fight. Once the close-in battle has begun, teams need
to assume overwatch positions. If Stinger heavy teams
are available, they need to maneuver with the force
conducting the main attack.

HASTY AND DELIBERATE ATTACKS

The opportunity to attack will arise. It may be move quickly to gain the advantage. Speed and vio-
created by effective planning and execution or simply lence can overcome lack of preparation. A deliberate
result from successful defense or a movement to con- attack is much more thoroughly planned and prepared.
tact. Regardless, the attack must be quick and synchro- It is generally required to conduct a deliberate attack
nized. There are basically two types of attack; hasty and against a defender that is well organized.
deliberate. In a hasty attack, the commander must
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HASTY ATTACK and combat multipliers provided they can be com-
Hasty attacks are not based on detailed planning, mitted without significant delay. Hasty attack plans are

but the commander must anticipate and plan for them disseminated through fragmentary orders (FRAGOS).
as much as possible. They are conducted to catch the The use of SOPS and battle drills are critical for effec-
enemy off-guard. The maneuver commander an use tive execution of hasty attacks (see V/S Battalion Hasty
assets available and synchronize all available support Attack illustration).
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THE  THREAT
The threat division commander, if supported with

aviation assets, may commit small rotary-wing forces
(pairs or flights of four) in his security zone to disrupt
friendly forward maneuver elements. They will prob-
ably be employed in an aerial ambush role. The enemy
commander may commit fixed-wing assets to interdict
lines of communications, command and control facili-
ties, and reserve forces following the main attack. As
the division begins penetration of the final defensive
belt, the attack helicopter unit may be committed as a
mobile antitank reserve. Their targets may include fol-
low-on forces, command and control, and artillery. Fix-
ed-wing assets may be used to strike command and
control facilities, logistics facilities, and interdict lines
of communications.

AIR DEFENSE OF HASTY AND
DELIBERATE ATTACKS

The ADA battalion staff must always be prepared
for hasty attacks. They must plan ahead and anticipate.
The ADA battalion commander must weight the main
attack, with the bulk of his air defense firepower fo-
cused at the point when and where the enemy will com-
mit the majority of his aircraft (the attack helicopter
unit). The ADA scheme of maneuver must also corre-
late enough command and control, logistics, and early
warning assets to support the division main effort. The
ADA commander must see the battlefield through the
eyes and ears of his staff, LNOs, battery commanders,
and through maneuver communications nets. Thus, he
can remain flexible enough to react to changes in the
situation quickly and intelligently.

The ADA scheme of maneuver must include con-
tingencies for continuing the attack, possible enemy
counterattacks, and air defense of the divisional forces
once the maneuver objective(s)
unique contingency the battalion

is achieved. One
commander must

plan for is denial of enemy air assault landing zones in
the division rear area once the attack has begun. He
must plan his defense in depth to do this. He then pro-
tects sustainment of the battle for the division and him-
self. If available, he should request assistance from the
corps ADA brigade commander to supply forces to pro-
tect the division rear against the threat. This allows him
to mass his forces forward at the critical place and time.

Chaparral/Vulcan Battalion
In a Chaparral/Vulcan battalion, Vulcans with

Stinger gunners aboard are the most effective weapon
systems to employ with the maneuver forces. Chapar-
rals and HMMWV-mounted Stinger teams are effec-
tive defending rear assets. In certain instances,
Chaparrals may be employed forward to overwatch the
reserve forces until they are committed. Chaparrals
may also be pre-positioned at critical choke points.

Vulcan/Stinger Battalion
The Vulcan/Stinger battalion is employed the

same way as the Chaparral/Vulcan battalion. Stinger
teams must defend rear assets, while Vulcan/Stinger
systems defend the maneuver forces forward. The bat-
talion commander can enhance the firepower and mo-
bility of his rear area air defense by requesting
Chaparral support from corps.

Vulcan/Stinger/Avenger Battalion
A Vulcan/Stinger/Avenger battalion will employ

Vulcans with Stingers forward with the main effort.
Avengers will protect rear critical assets. They can be
effective protecting field artillery batteries due to the
increased need for mobility as the batteries move for-
ward to support the attack. Avengers may also be
employed forward somewhat to overwatch reserve
forces until they are committed. Stinger teams should
be assigned protection of rear area static assets.

EXPLOITATION
An exploitation takes advantage of gains to fol- of communications, destroying enemy forces, and

lowup success in battle. The purpose is to destroy the
enemy’s ability to develop an effective defense or to
conduct a controlled withdrawal in the path of at-
tacking forces. It may follow either a hasty or deliber-
ate attack. The division can exploit its own success,
attack as the exploiting force for a larger unit, or fol-
low and support another exploiting force.

The division can have the mission of securing ob-
jectives deep in the enemy rear area, severing lines

denying escape routes to an encircled force. The ex-
ploiting force must have mobility and balanced fire-
power.

An order to exploit will probably come as a warn-
ing order and immediately follow the initial offensive
mission. Decentralized execution is characteristic of
the exploitation. However, the commander must not
allow overextension of the command.
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THE  THREAT
Since an exploitation is basically the follow-up of

successful offensive operations, the enemy may perceive
it is a thrcat to its rear area. To defeat the penetration
and thus the possible exploitation of success the enemy
comrnander will commit significant air assets to attack the
exploiting forces. Attack helicopter assets may mass in
conjunction with ground reserves to defeat the attack.
The helicopters may be massed to the flanks and in front
of the exploiting armored forces. Fixed-wing assets may
attack the follow-on maneuver for- command and
control nodes and attempt to sever the attacker’s lines
of communications and supply lines.

AIR DEFENSE OF AN EXPLOITING FORCE
ADA forces protecting an exploiting division or

brigade must be as mobile as the maneuver forces. Less
mobile forces are used to keep open the division’s lines
of communications and protect key logistics facilities
and command and control centers.

Chaparral/Vulcan Battalion
The Chaparral/Vulcan battalion commander must

empty Vulcans with Stinger with the exploiting force
due to the mobility of the Vulcan. Chaparrals and
Stinger teams should be employed to defend the key
command and control and logistics facilities as well as
the supply lines as they become extended. Chaparrals
are effective defending field artillery units as they
bound forward to support the exploiting forces.

Vulcan/Stinger Battalion
The Vulcan/Stinger battalion will employ Vulcans

with Stingers with the maneuvering exploitation
forces. Stingers are used in a static role to defend key
rear area assets. Effective command and control of all
assets is required due to the constant moving of assets
such as TOCs, support areas, and field artillery units
(See the V/S Battalion With Division During an Ex-
ploitation illustration.

Vulcan/Stinger/Avenger Battalion
A Wean/Stinger/Avenger battalion can fight the

same as a Chaparral/Vulcan battalion. Vulcans with
Stingers maneuver with the exploiting forces. Avengers
and Stingers will protect rear area static critical assets.
With its capabilities the Avenger maybe pushed forward
enough to provide some overwatch against the enemy’s
attack helicopter unit, allowing the Vulcans to continue
into the exploitation phase. Caution is required on the
part of the Avenger commander to preclude risking the
weapon systems in the direct fire fight.

Stinger Battalion
The Stinger battalion commander must protect the

exploiting force with Stingers able to maneuver with
them. Stinger heavy is best suited to maneuver with
them. The exploiting force will probably be the division
reserve. Stinger teams should be massed with the reserve
before they are committed as the exploiting force.

The purpose of pursuit is to complete the destruc-
tion of the enemy while it is in the process of withdrawal.
The enemy force itself is the main objective. The pursuit
usually consists of direct pressure and enveloping forces.
The direct pressure force is designed to prevent enemy
disengagement and to inflict maximum casualties. The
form must not allow the enemy to break contact. The
mission of the enveloping force is to penetrate to the rear
of the enemy and prevent his escape and destroy him be-
tween the direct pressure and enveloping forces. If the
enveloping forces cannot get into the rear of the enemy
force, it maybe given the mission to attack the flank of
the retreating main body. The division can conduct a pur-
suit to support the corps or have one of its brigades con-
duct a pursuit internal to division operations.

THE THREAT
In withdrawl, the enemy will designate a cover-

ing force which attempts to portray a normal defen-

sive posture. The enemy commander designates a
rear guard, normally a reinforced second echelon
unit. Aft er the main body has passed through the rear
guard, and the covering force has disengaged, the
rear guard fights a delaying action using all assets
available to slow the attacker and allow the main
body to reestablish the defense elsewhere. One of
those assets will be attack helicopters. Acting as mo-
bile antitank reserves, they will use standoff muni-
tions in ambush type roles to protect the flanks and
rear of the withdrawing forces.

AIR DEFENSE DURING A PURSUIT
As in the exploitation, air defense systems

deployed with the enveloping forces must be as mobile
as the defended asset. Since penetration occurs deep
into enemy territory, the same cation as in a move-
ment to contact must be adhered to.
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Vulcan/Chaparral Commanders Vulcan/Stinger Battalion

Vulcan/Chaparral commanders will use Vulcans The Vulcan/Stinger battalion will employ Vul-

with Stinger with the enveloping forces.  They should cans with Stingers with the enveloping forces Sting-

travel to the flanks, but not outside of, the maneuver- er sections will protect the direct pressure forces,

ing forces. Chaparrals and Stingers can effectively pro- critical command and control nodes, logistics facili-

tect the direct pressure forces with overwatching fires, ties, and supply lines (See the V/S Battalion Division
as well as critical rear area assets. Pursuit illustration).
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CHAPTER 6

Defense/Retrograde
This chapter describes how the heavy division ADA battalion com-

mander will allocate his forces to defend the division during defensive
operations. It also explains the specific threat and considerations for
ADA employment to defeat the attack helicopter units in all types of
defensive operations.

DEFENSE OVERVIEW
Defensive operations are designed to retain

ground, gain time, or deny the enemy access to an area.
History has taught us the advantage is usually to the de-
fender in terms of knowing the ground he is fighting on,
but should be tempered with the thought that defense
cannot defeat the enemy and ensure victory.

CHARACTERISTICS OF
DEFENSIVE OPERATIONS

The fundamentals of any defensive operation in-
clude—

• Preparation. The defender should take advan-
tage of knowing the terrain and using time to prepare
as thoroughly as possible.

• Disruption. The defender gains time by dis-
rupting the operational tempo of the attacking force.

• Concentration. The defender develops a deci-
sive force ratio at the critical time and place to defeat
the enemy (synchronization).

• Flexibility. Though the attacker has the advan-
tage of deciding when and where the attack will take
place, the defender must be flexible enough to counter
the attack and regain the initiative.

FUNDAMENTALS OF THE DEFENSE
The division commander must understand the en-

emy he is fighting, his capabilities, and limitations. He
must see the battlefield, by knowing where the enemy
is, how he is organized, where he is going, and what his
strength is. The commander concentrates his forces at
the vital time and place to defeat the enemy’s main at-
tack. He must use all assets available and fight as a
combined arms team. Lastly, he must seize the initia-
tive by exploiting the advantages of a defender.

DEFENSIVE PATTERNS
The general methods of defending are mobile and

area defense. Mobile defenses are designed to destroy

the attacker by allowing the enemy to maneuver into
a position in which he is vulnerable to counterattack or
envelopment by the defender’s reserve(s). Area de-
fense is designed to defend and retain terrain and de-
stroy the attacker by concentrated fires. Most
defending commanders, however, will use a combina-
tion of both types.

DEFENSIVE FRAMEWORK
At all levels, the defense is comprised of five com-

plementary elements.

Security Force Operations
Security force operations take place to the front

and flanks of the defending force. The security force
may be designed to only provide early warning to the
commander, as in a screening force. It may also be de-
signed to act as a covering force, with the mission to de-
stroy the enemy’s lead reconnaissance forces or
leading maneuver forces, and gain time for the com-
mander to react.

Main Battle Area Operations
In the main battle area (MBA), the major defen-

sive fight takes place. The commander’s scheme of ma-
neuver is designed to delay, disrupt, separate, and
destroy the bulk of the enemy’s attacking force. The
maneuver commander designates a main effort and
concentrates his assets in support of the main effort.
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Reserve Operations main fight, destroy high-value targets important to the
Reserve operations are designed to regain the ini- enemy, and disrupt his command and control.

tiative by forcing the enemy to fight at the time and
place the defender wants to fight.

Rear Area Operations
Deep Operations Rear area operations protect command and con-

Deep operations forward of the FLOT are de- trol, maintain sustainment, and protect fire support
signed to disrupt the enemy’s movement before the and reserves.

PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
Planning for the defense is based on METT-T to deny the enemy commander vital information. The

The division commander’s decision support template overall scheme of maneuver must include input from
will result in a scheme of maneuver that synchronizes each of the seven battlefield operating systems (BOSS)
all five elements of the defensive framework and en- during the planning process. Once the basic plan is en-
compasses the tenets of AirLand Battle doctrine. Plan- tablished, reconnaissance and rehearsals are key to an
ning must occur as early as possible to allow maximum effective defense. The commander’s staff must also
preparation time by subordinate units. The command- war-game and plan for any contingent.
er must develop a strong counterreconnaissance plan

AIR DEFENSE OF A DIVISION IN THE DEFENSE
The ADA battalion S2 must develop a thorough

air IPB based on the division’s G2 IPB. He must also
be involved in development of the division intelligence
collection plan. Some of the priority intelligence
requirements (PIRs) he should consider include the
enemy’s air-associated assets such as FAAs, FARPs/
RARPs, FOBs, and command and control facilities
such as FACs, CP, GCI, and concentration of aerial
activity.

The ADA scheme of maneuver must support the
division scheme of maneuver. The ADA commander’s
plan must address air defense coverage during the
preparation phase as well as during the battle itself. His
early warning effort should complement the early
warning coverage provided by HIMAD units behind, or
in, the division rear area. As in the offense, the ADA
battalion commander needs to mass enough forces at
the vital place and time to defeat the enemy’s attack
helicopter units. To do so, he must request support
from the corps ADA brigade to provide defense to the
division rear area.

The plan needs to address air defense of the cover-
ing force, the main battle area, reserves, and division
rear area. Division air defense cannot directly fight the
division’s deep operations, but contributes to it by tem-
plating and designating high-payoff targets that are vi-
tal to the enemy’s use of aviation.

Depending on the size and the mission of the cov-
ering force, the ADA plan may allocate some air de-
fense to the covering force. If the covering force’s
mission is to destroy first-echelon battalions of the lead
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regiments, an active air defense force should be allo-
cated, probably Stinger or Vulcan/ Stinger. If the cover-
ing force is merely a screening force providing
information, overmatching fires from air defense sys-
tems farther back may suffice.

The bulk of air defense will be allocated to reserve
forces, command and control and logistics facilities,
and fire support units. If the division is defending
against the enemy main attack, air defense risks will be
taken in the division rear area to achieve the decisive
force ratio needed to defeat the impending attack heli-
copter units. If the division is defending against a sup-
porting attack more air defense can be allocated to
static assets in the division rear. The ADA plan must
be flexible enough, however, to quickly mass against
the attack helicopter unit, should the enemy’s main ef-
fort shift and occur in the division sector.

The ADA scheme of maneuver must include the
agility to quickly transition to the attack, and the ADA
battalion staff must plan for these contingencies  be-
forehand.

CHAPARRAL/VULCAN BATTALION
The Chaparral/Vulcan battalion commander will

mass his Vulcan assets with the reserve force to protect
it and arrive at the critical place and time to defeat the
attack helicopter unit. Chaparrals will be deployed to
protect  division rear assets. Chaparral can also be ef-
fective overmatching the reserve brigade while in the
assembly area.  A Vulcan battery maybe allocated to
the brigade defending against the main attack, while a
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Stinger  section may be all that is allocated to the bri- VULCAN/STINGER/AVENGER BATTALION
gade defending against the supporting attack. The Vulcan/Stinger/Avenger battalion command-

er will mass his Vulcans and Stingers with the division
reserve force(s) (see V/S/A Battalion-Defense in

VULCAN/STINGER BATTALION Sector illustration). The reserve, when committed, will
The Vulan/Stinger battalion is deployed the same receive the brunt of the attack helicopter unit’s attack.

way as the Chaparral/Vulcan battalion. Vulcans with Stinger and Avenger can protect against the threat to
Stingers will mass with the reserve or the division main rear area critical assets. Avengers can be deployed to
effort. A battery of Vulcan/Stinger can be allocated to the overwatch the reserve force in its assembly area and
brigade receiving the main attack and a Stinger section during its initial movement. They must be careful not
to the brigade defending against the supporting attack. to get caught up in the close-in battle (direct fire fight).
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STINGER BATTALION terattack. Stinger teams can also be pre-positioned
The Stinger battalion is effective in the defense along planned counterattack routes. As with other type

due to its ability to provide its own cover and conceal- battalions, the Stinger battalion commander must mass
ment. Stinger teams will construct team fighting posi- his air defense where the attack helicopter unit will
tions. Heavy Stinger or Stinger under armor is most most likely attack.
effective with reserve forces as they maneuver to coun-

RETROGRADE OPERATIONS
Retrograde operations are conducted to econo- such as allowing reinforcements to concentrate. The

mize forces, maintain the freedom to maneuver, or to division may delay for the corps, or have one brigade
avoid decisive combat. Divisions use retrograde opera- delay for the division (see the V/S Battalion With Divi-
tions to gain time, draw the enemy into a trap, disen- sion During Delay Mission illustration).
gage, shorten lines of communications, or eliminate Withdrawal Operations
exposed flanks. The three types of retrograde opera- In the withdraw all or a portion of the division dis-
tions are delay, withdrawal, and retirement. engages from the enemy and withdraws in an organized

CONSIDERATIONS
manner. Withdrawals are either assisted or unassisted.
During assisted withdrawals the

The following are some considerations that lead-
division provides its own

covering force (see the (V/S/A Battalion During a Divi-
ers need to pay attention to when conducting retro- sion Withdrawal illustration, page 6-6).
grade operations.

AIR DEFENSE OF DELAY
Leadership and Morale

Soldiers may perceive a move to the rear as a de-
AND WITHDRAWAL OPERATIONS

In a delay mission, air defense must remain for-
feat. The challenge of leaders is to inform the soldiers ward to defend maneuver forces moving to the rear.
as to their role in the overall operation and how it will Since contact is still maintained, air defense systems
help destroy the enemy. Leaders must be present to should deploy slightly to the rear and flanks but not
maintain the soldier’s confidence in their leadership. outside of the delaying force. When defending the for-

Surveillance and Reconnaissance ward maneuver units in a withdrawal operation, Vul-
As combat power is echeloned to the rear, the cans need to travel with the units as they are breaking

need for reconnaissance increases. Air defense early contact. Again, they need to deploy to the flanks, but
warning assets must maintain vigilance to prevent en- not outside of the withdrawing force. Chaparral, Sting-
emy fixed-wing attacks or massed attack helicopter am- er, and Avenger systems are best controlled by a pre-
bushes. The enemy will attempt interruption by use of planned system of “leapfrog” positions. Request for
air assault forces. support from corps to help protect critical areas such

as river crossings should be made to allow for maximum
Mobility

Mobility for air defense forces must be main-
tained. Retrograde operations are fluid in nature and
air defense assets must maintain the agility to adjust
the coverage throughout the operation.

DELAY AND WITHDRAWAL OPERATIONS
Delay and withdrawal operations are the two main

types of retrograde operations.

Delay Operations
The intent of delay operations is to trade space for

time, inflict maximum damage on the enemy, and avoid
decisive engagement. Delays consist of a variety of sub-
ordinate unit missions ranging from attacking and con-
ducting ambushes to defending and conducting feints.
The delay buys time to allow something else to happen,
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combat power forward.

Chaparral/Vulcan Battalion
A Chaparral/Vulcan battalion needs to maintain

air defense coverage forward in protecting the maneu-
ver forces in the vicinity of the suspected enemy main
attack. Vulcans are the best for this role due to their
mobility. Chaparrals and Stingers should be used to de-
fend choke points behind delaying/withdrawing units
and defend against enemy air assault and attack heli-
copter ambush sites.

Vulcan/Stinger Battalion
The Vulcan/Stinger battalion will use assets the

same as a Chaparral/Vulcan battalion. Stinger teams
must be used throughout the depth of the division area
to defend delaying or withdrawing units in templated
aerial ambush sites.
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I

.

Vulan/Stinger/Avenger Battalion wheeled vehicles should be pre-positioned to protect
The Vulcan/Stinger/Avenger battalion will defend units passing through choke points, traveling in convoys,

with Vulcans and Stingers forward with maneuver units. and passing near templated enemy LZs. Positive com-
Stingers and Avengers should be deployed to cover choke mand and control is critical to ensure pre-psitioned
points templated aerial ambush sites, and air assault Stinger teams are not left behind.
landing zones. RETIREMENTS

Stinger Battalion A retirement is an orderly move to the rear by an
Stinger heavy or Stinger under armor should be allo- element not in contact with the enemy. The division con-

cated to units still in contact. Stinger teams in organic ducts a tactical or administrative move to the rear along
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multiple routes Security is essential. Advance, flank, and AIR DEFENSE OF RETIREMENTS
rear guards are employed (see C/V Battalion-Retire- Since retiring units travel in tactical roadmarches or
ment Operation illustration). A division in retirement re-

. .adminstrative convoys, air defense is divided between
 mains a target for enemy aircraft especially fixed-wing. convoy integration and pre-positioned fire units.
Units travel in tactical column or in convoy and are thus
an inviting target for enemy interdiction aircraft.

,  
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Chaparral/Vulcan Battalion
Chaparral/Vulcan units integrate Vulcans with

Stingers into the columns of the maneuver units.
HMMWV-mounted Stingers and Chaparral systems are
best suited pre-positioned at choke points or along vul-
nerable points in the route of march. Coverage can be
weighted to the flanks at templated aerial ambush sites.

Vulcan/Stinger Battalion
The Vulcan/Stinger battalion will deploy its assets in

the same manner as the Chaparral/Vulcan battalion.

Vulcan/Stinger/Avenger Battalion
The Vulcan/Stinger/Avenger battalion has an add-

ed advantage in that Avengers can also be integrated into

the columns due to their shoot-on-the-move capability.
Pre-positioning at choke points and other critical areas
such as river crossings is still important.

Stinger Battalion
The Stinger battalion commander must employ a

combination of pre-positioned and integrated Stinger
teams Stinger platoons mounted in their organic
wheeled vehicles should be pre-positioned as much as
possible. Stinger heavy should be integrated into the
march column of the maneuver units.
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CHAPTER 7

Combat Service Support

This chapter discusses how the ADA battalion supports its ADA
batteries. It examines the tie-into command and support relationships
that the battalion commander must consider when task organizing. It
also covers resupply for each class of supply but with a distinct ADA bias
to ensure support to ADA battalion assets. The chapter focuses on plan-
ning and execution in the combat service support of the battalion. It
briefly covers maintenance and refers to the platoon FMs for most
maintenance operations.

S1 SECTION
The ADA battalion S1 and S4 assist the battery with the staff, special staff, and commanders to moni-

commanders by anticipating and planning for CSS re- tor the effectiveness of the personnel replacement sys-
quirements. The S1 officer has primary staff responsi- tem. The effectiveness is measured by how well the
bility for providing personnel services for the battalion.
The S1 must also be knowledgeable of S4 responsibili-

system supports the commander’s need for flexibility
during combat. The most common indicators of effec-ties. During combat operation, the S 1 concentrates on

four maior task tiveness are—

●

●

●

●

sary.

.
Casualty reporting. ● Crew proficient (matching the MOS to the

Strength accountability.
weapon).

● Unit cohesion and integrity in spite of casualties.
Replacement operations.

● Positive morale indicators (for example, iden-Monitoring S4 activities and assisting as neces- tification with unit, motivation, resolve, aggressive-
The S1 also coordinates with the S3 to determine ness, and confidence in leaders).

priorities for personnel replacement. He coordinates ● Low incidents of uncontrolled combat stress.

S4 SECTION
The S4 section requisitions, stores, turns in, and

distributes supplies to supply sections. The S4 also
turns in captured supplies and equipment. The section
is supervised by the S4 officer, normally a captain, who
is assisted by the battalion supply sergeant. The S4 offi-
cer has primary staff responsibility for the supply,
transportation, and field service functions of the battal-
ion. He must also be knowledgeable in S1 responsibili-
ties. In combat, the S4 concentrates his efforts on seven
classes of supply: Classes I, II, III, IV, V, VII, and IX
(see the Classes of Supply illustration descriptions).
The S4 coordinates the requision, receipt,  and deliv-
ery of Classes I, III, and V. The supply section is respon-
sible for requisition, receipt, and delivery of Classes II,
IV, and VII. Class VIII is normally coordinated through

medical channels. Additionally, the S4 officer monitors
S1 activities and assists as necessary.

C O N T E N T S
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The division support command (see the Division
Support Command illustration below) is the support
brigade organic to the division base. It has the responsi-
bility to provide division level CSS to all organic and at-
tached elements of the division.

FORWARD SUPPORT BATTALION
One forward support battalion (FSB) (see FSB il-

lustration) supports each maneuver brigade within the
division. The FSB has a supply company which handles
all classes of supply less engineer construction material
and Class VIII. The maintenance company provides di-
rect support maintenance for that equipment organic
to the supported brigade along with limited evacuation.
The medical company provides health services to the
supported brigade along with supply Class VIII, as re-
quired.

MAIN SUPPORT BATTALION
The main support battalion (MSB) provides divi-

sion level CSS for divisional and as necessary, nondivi-
sional units loated in the division support area. The
MSB also supports the FSBs. The MSB consists of the
units shown in the MSB illustration.

ORGANIZATION FOR COMBAT
The MSB is located in the division support area

(DSA) and the FSBs are located in their respective bri-
gade support areas (BSAs). These areas are sited to as-
sist CSS support of the maneuver elements. The BSA
is normally 15 to 20 kilometers behind the FEBA to
protect it from indirect artillery fire.
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Maneuver battalions or task forces may locate
their support in one area (called unit trains) or may lo-
cate their CSS in two areas with approximately 1/3 of
their support forward and 2/3 located rearward. The

SUPPLYING THE
The CSS organization must concentrate supplies

in much the same way combat elements concentrate
weapons systems. To do this, the ADA battery com-
mander and battalion staff must know what resources
are available, their location, and condition. For admin-
istrative and planning purposes, the Army divides sup-
plies into 10 classes The Classes of Supply illustration
on page 7-4 shows these classes.

Scheduled supplies can be reasonably predicted
based on troop strength, equipment density, and type
of mission (Classes I, III (bulk), and VI). Demand sup-
plies are supported by a requisition (Classes II, III
(packaged), IV, VII, and IX).  Regulated supplies are
command controlled due to high cost or high demand
(Class IV or VII).  Each class of supply, as it relates to
the ADA  battalion or battery,  is explained in the fol-
lowing paragraphs.

CLASS I
Class I items are subsistence items and gratuitous

issue health and welfare items. These items are coordi-
nated for in two areas-area feeding and Class I ra-
tions.

forward element is called “combat trains” and the rear-
ward element is called “field trains.” Combat trains
consists of only critical support needed for combat such
as Classes III and V, and maintenance teams.

ADA BATTALION
Area Feeding

The area feeding support concept provides ration
support to units operating in isolated areas. This con-
cept requires ADA units to coordinate with the sup-
ported units in isolated areas to ensure that all ADA
personnel are fed three meals per day. For example, if
a Vulcan squad or Stinger team is in support of a battle
position, the squad or team leader will coordinate with
the commander to ensure that ADA personnel are fed.

Class I Rations
Meals, ready to eat (MRE) for the feeding of per-

sonnel assigned to a vehicle are stored on the vehicle.
It is normal practice to carry three to five days of ra-
tions. Personnel can then eat as time permits (crew
feeding). Whenever possible, A or T rations are pre-
pared by the mess section and delivered to the units
(unit feeding). Rations are automatically requested for
the battalion by the DISCOM based on the daily
strength report submitted by the S1, through brigade,
to the division adjutant general. Under unusual cir-
cumstances, or when a specific item is required, the S4
can submit a separate ration request to the forward
support battalion.
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Water is also a Class I item. It is a critical combat
commodity required for personal consumption, sanita-
tion, cooking, maintenance, equipment operation, decon-
tamination, and other purposes. Water consumption
depends on the type of environment (hot or cold). Com-
plete water consumption planning factors are detailed in
FM 10-52.

CLASS II
Class II supplies and equipment (except crypto-

graphic) are prescribed by TOES, TDAs, and PLLs
This class of supply includes clothing, individual equip-
ment, tentage, tool sets, and administrative and house-
keeping supplies. When a Class II item is lost,
destroyed, or worn out, battalion units send replace-

ment requests through the S4 to the supply company
of the forward support battalion. The supply section
picks up Class II items from the FSB supply company
in the BSA and delivers them to the requesting unit.
In some cases, corps or divisional support units may de-
liver critical items directly to the requesting unit. Class
II distribution is shown in the Requisition and Release
for Classes II, III (Package), and IV illustration.

CLASS III
Class III supplies consist of fuels, petroleum prod-

ucts, and packaged bulk fuels. It also includes packaged
products such as lubricants, greases, and hydraulic
fluids.
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Class III packaged products are requested
through the S&S company or supply company to the
MMC. The divisional requisitions and release for Class
 package products are shown in the requisition and
release illustration. The division does not normally
carry reserves of Class III packaged products as they
are already included in authorized stockage lists
(ASLs).

Class III (Bulk)
The S&S company of the MSB or supply company

of each FSB receives, temporarily stores, issues, and

distributes Class III bulk fuels. The petroleum section
of the S&S company in the MSB operates the Class III
supply point in the DSA. Fuel is stored in collapsible
storage tanks of a fuel system supply point (FSSP) or
transferred to MSB 5,000-gallon fuel servicing tank
trucks. This is for further distribution to the FSB supply
company in the BSA. The ADA batteries normally re-
ceive fuel by the supply point distribution method as
shown in the Class III (Bulk) Resupply illustration.
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ADA Resupply
For POL resupply, formal requests are unneces-

sary. To obtain POL empty fuel vehicles and contain-
ers need only be brought to a distribution point to be
filled. Battalions do, however, submit POL forecasts
which form the basis for division and corps stockage
levels. Package grease and lubricants are obtained
through  the general supply system. For these items,
formal requisitions are required.

Class III resupply of argon is critical to the opera-
tion of the Avenger system. To ensure adequate argon
cylinders are maintained within the Avenger unit, re-
supply requests must be submitted well in advance.
The argon bottles are refilled at the battery trains by
the rearm team, by use of the gas charging unit (GCU).
Therefore, an extra  coordination point is required to
ensure that recharged argon bottles are brought with
the load of missiles being shipped fonward. Since these
cylinders are quite expensive and nonexpendable, it
cannot be foreseen that the battery will have excessive
stocks. It is critical that the return of these cylinders to
the battery trains be intensively managed. Forecasting
usage rates of argon to the DSU becomes just as critical
as advance requests for more missiles.

When empty, fuel tankers go to a POL supply
point, replenish, and return. The battalion SOP should
prescribe how this is to be done. The battalion S4
makes sure that fuel and argon are available at the right
time and place to resupply batteries.  He also  ensures
that bulk fuel vehicles are kept filled by whatever pro-
cedures are being used. POL is normally obtained from
the supply company Class III POL supply point located
in the brigade support area. Generally, battery refuel-
ing operations are carried out in two ways.

Tailgate method. The fuel truck is taken to pla-
toon positions.

Service station method. Leaving security in posi-
tion, platoon vehicles are moved, in intervals, to cen-
trally located fuel trucks.

Refueling is also done while the platoon is on the
move by having fuel vehicles meet the platoon at a pre-
designated location along their route of march. The
battalion SOP should prescribe procedures for a ser-
vice station or tailgate operation and they should be
practiced during field training.

“Hot refuel” (or refuel on the move) operations
are tactical service stations where columns of combat
vehicles pull in to refuel without shutting off their en-
gines. The support platoon leader of the supported
force coordinates the hot refuel point. The ADA unit
will be given the location by the supported unit. This
type of operation takes place when refueling is critical

and units are being displaced because of mission
changes. Rarely will each vehicle in the column be
topped off. The amount of fuel each vehicle gets de-
pends on the total amount of fuel on hand divided by
the number of combat vehicles to be supplied. All
available  fuel trucks organic to the maneuver unit are
usually used in hot refuel.

CLASS IV
Class XV supplies are items for which allowances

are not prescribed, such as construction, barrier, and
fortification materials. Requisitions for Class IV items
are submitted through command channels. Most Class
IV items are distributed the same way as Class II items.
A planning factor of 8.5 pounds per soldier per day can
be used by the ADA S4 for estimating Class IV require-
ments.

CLASS V
Class V supplies consist of ammunition of all

types. It includes bombs, explosives, mines, fuzes, deto-
nators, pyrotechnics, missiles, rockets, propellants, and
other associated items. The scope of ammunition sup-
ply varies with the type of conflict and the operational
environment where the conflict takes place. Ammuni-
tion service support is discussed in FM 9-6.

Ammunition Transfer Point
The ammunition transfer point (ATP) is a Class V

supply point set up in the BSA and DSA by CSS person-
nel of the FSB and corps ordnance company (DS).
COSCOM transportation, with loads configured per
direction of the division commander, delivers ammuni-
tion directly to the ATP in the brigade areas.

Basic Load
This is the quantity of nonnuclear ammunition au-

thorized for wartime purposes. The basic load is nor-
mally approved by the theater commander. It provides
the unit with sufficient ammunition to sustain itself in
combat until resupply can occur. The basic load is man-
aged by the unit and includes, but is not limited to, am-
munition carried by the individual soldier, stored in
crew vehicles, carried on prime movers, and in the unit
trains. The basic load is expressed in rounds, units, or
units of weight as appropriate. Basic loads do not in-
clude items authorized by TOE or table of distribution
and allowances (TDA), such as explosive components
of sets or kits.

Required Supply Rate
The required supply rate (RSR) is the amount of

ammunition estimated to be necessary to sustain a
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force in combat without restriction, fora specific length
of time. The RSR is expressed in rounds per weapon
per day for items fired by weapons systems. It is ex-
pressed in other terms or units of measure for other
items. The tactical commander uses the RSR to state
ammunition requirements. The RSR is not fixed. RSRs
will vary with the type of operation, and may vary from
one command to another.

Controlled Supply Rate
The controlled supply rate (CSR) is the rate of am-

munition use that can be sustained with available sup-
plies. The CSR is expressed in rounds per unit,
individual, or weapon per day. CSRs are imposed by the
various levels of command on subordinate units for in-
dividual items of ammunition. If no restriction is im-
posed, the CSR will equal the RSR. CSRs are normally
included in operation plans and orders as well as fire
support annexes, and fragmentary orders. A unit may
not draw ammunition in excess of the CSR without au-
thority from its next higher headquarters.

Requisition and Distribution
Requisitioning of ammunition is done at the bri-

gade ATP by the ADA battalion or battery on a DA
Form 581. The normal basis for approval is to ensure
that it is within the limits of the CSR.

ADA missile ammunition is a joint responsibility
of the conventional and ammunition support structure.
The division is primarily concerned with those missiles
supplied in the conventional ammunition support
structure. This includes Stinger, Avenger, and Chapar-
ral missile systems. These missiles are classified as me-
dium cost high-density systems. Class V resupply is
conducted as part of logistics package (LOGPAC) op-
erations on a daily basis.

CLASS VI
This class of supply consists mainly of Army and

Air Force exchange service items. These supplies
should not be confused with the ration supplement-
sundries pack. The sundries pack is composed of items
necessary for the health and comfort of troops. For ex-
ample, essential toilet articles, tobacco, and confec-
tions compose this packet, distributed through Class I
channels. Requests for Class VI support are submitted
by the S1 through administrative channels when a PX
is not available (combat or field duty). A planning fac-
tor of 3.2 pounds per soldier per day can be used for es-
timating Class VI requirements.

CLASS VII
Major end items, such as Vulcans, Chaparrals, or

Avengers, which are ready for intended  use, are nor-
mally controlled through command channels. Re-
quests  for  operational  readiness   float, and issues of
additional or replacement items are normally based on
TOEs or similar authorization  documents. Requests
are processed through command channels.

Combat Losses
A combat loss is any incident that   precludes the

ADA system from performing its assigned combat mis-
sion. Loss may be caused by battle damage, crew fail-
ure, or maintenance failure. This loss rate is dependent
on theater of operations, force structure, terrain, con-
dition and training of troops, enemy to friendly ratio,
maintenance, and supply. FM 101-10-1 can provide the
S4 with combat loss experiences to determine planning
factors for similar type ADA systems.

Operational Readiness Float
The division is authorized an operational  readi-

ness float of selected FAAD and SHORAD Class VII
items which are maintained by the MSB. The criteria
for an item to be included in the operational readiness
float (ORF) is  that it be high density, fast moving, or
critical to the division. The DISCOM commander esta-
blishes the policies and procedures for the control and
utilization of ORF within the guidelines established by
the corps and division commander. The ORF is carried
by the support platoon of the missile maintenance com-
pany of the MSB located in the DSA. The maintenance 
company of the FSB normally does not have the capa-
bility of providing a float. Regardless of the location of
the division ORF, it is accountable by the division prop-
erty book officer in the MMC. The PBO is responsible
for its issue to a requesting ADA battalion. ORFs may
be used in peacetime field situations or during initial
phases of hostilities.

Weapon System Replacement Operation
The management of Class VII requires extraordi-

nary procedures for weapons systems. This is because
weapons systems can fall into one of two categories.
Ready   for issue weapon.  A weapon system that has been
removed from  a condition of preservation and made
mechanically operable according to operational stan-
dards. All ancillary equipment has been installed. For
example, these include machine guns, FUs, and radios.
The vehicle is fully fueled and has all of its basic issue
(BI) and component of end items (COEI). However,
there is no ammunition on board.
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Ready to fight weapon. A ready to fight weapon is fully
crewed,  has its ammunition on board, and has  been
foresighted or calibrated.

To maximize the number of weapon systems avail-
able on the battlefield, the battalion XO and BMO wiIl
match as many serviceable weapon systems and surviv-
ing crews as possible.

CLASS VIII
In combat, an informaI method of requisitioning

and distribution is used for medical supplies and medi-
cal peculiar repair parts. The MSB medical company
normally establishes the division medical supply point
that is accessible to ambulances providing support to
forward medical facilities. Supplies are dispatched for-
ward through backhaul by supporting ground and air
ambulances. The battalion aid station replenishes sup-
plies from the appropriate support battalion. The divi-
sion medical supply officer in the MSB ensures that
stocks are maintained and shipped forward to request-
ing units.

While the ADA battalion does have a medical sec-
tion, the firing batteries will be dispersed throughout
the division area. The distances from the HHB will
normally preclude rapid medical evacuation by the bat-
talion ambulance. In turn, medical supplies and sup-
port for forward deployed ADA units normally come
from the battalion, the task force, or brigade that is be-
ing supported.

CLASS IX
This class of supply is made up of repair parts (less

medical peculiar repair parts, and components, kits,
and assemblies), and subassemblies. It includes those
items  required for maintenance support of all equip-
ment.

The ASL and unit PLLs represent the stockage of
Class IX in the division. These stockages are computed
on the basis of 15 days of supply (DOFS) for PLL.
Stockage varies, depending on the item for the ASL.
The MMC develops and manages the division’s ASL.

Class IX stocks are maintained by the missile
maintenance company of the MSB and the mainte-
nance company of the FSBs. What is to be stocked in
the ASL is determined by the PLLs of the units to be
supported. The remainder of the division’s  Class IX
ASL is maintained by the appropriate maintenance op-
erating unit.

There are minor repairable components included
in Class IX repair parts. However, to recover and re-
pair these items, they are treated as repairable ex-
change items.

Requisitioning of Class IX items is unique in that
it is accomplished through the maintenance support
structure. Units submit requests for quick supply store
items, intensively managed items, and major assem-
blies, to their maintenance support company or activ-
ity. Low-cost, high-demand items such as light bulbs
and hardware, are obtained from the repair parts quick
supply store (QSS), without formal requests. Unit PLL
replenishment is obtained from the maintenance sup-
port company Class IX activity which stores a portion
of the division Class IX ASL. 

Repairable exchange items are exchanged at the
maintenance support activity by turning in an unser-
viceable item for a serviceable-like item. In some cases,
controlled substitution may be required to obtain Class
IX items, particularly RX items.

FAAD and SHORAD batteries stock repair parts
based on a combat PLL. High-demand repair parts are
also stocked by the battery. Other repair parts (except
medical) are stocked by the FSB maintenance compa-
ny. The FSB medical platoon stocks medical repair
parts. Each battey PLL is managed and operated sepa-
rately. Repair parts are issued to the battery mainte-
nance team as required. Repair parts are also issued in
response to a specific request or through the repairable
exchange activity. The battery obtains repair parts from
the Class IX supply point located in the BSA or from
the UMCP of the supported maneuver battalion. The
battery maintenance section delivers them to the bat-
tery maintenance teams in response to requests by bat-
tery maintenance team personnel.

LOGPAC OPERATIONS

The most effective form of resupply for forward When the tactical plan calls for centralized con-
ADA units is accomplished by LOGPACS. LOGPACs trol of the majority of the air defense, the battalion lo-
consist of predetermined supply packages pushed for- gistics assets will be centrally controlled by the
ward, as well as demand-supported items and quanti- battalion. When the tactical plan includes decentral-
ties. Dedicated resupply vehicles come forward a ized control of the battalion, the battalion will decen-
minimum of once a day under control of the battery tralize control of the resupply functions.
1SG.
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CENTRALIZED CONTROL
When the majority of the ADA battalion is with one

brigade, the HHB and battalion logistics assets should
collocate with that brigade supporta area (BSA). This en-
hances survivability and resupply. The battalion S4 and S1
will control the battalion logistics assets. All battery re-
supply vehicles will be centrally controlled by the S4. The
S1 and S4 will coordinate with the forward support battal-
ion (FSB) support operations officer in the BSA for re-
supply. The ADA LOGPACs will push forward, led by
the lSGs, with the LOGPACs for the maneuver battal-
ions. At the logistics release points (LRPs) designated for
the maneuver battalions, the platoon sergeants will meet
the lSG and lead their platoon vehicles to their platoons.

The S4 will function as the support platoon leader
for the battalion. His section must assemble all reports
from the batteries for personnel, supply, medical, and
maintenance needs.  The S1 will coordinate with the
maneuver brigade S1 for replacement personnel and
send them forward on the appropriate LOGPACs. The
S4, in conjunction with the battery 1SGs, will ensure each
of the platoon resupply vehicles is loaded with the
necessary supplies peculiar to the needs of each platoon.
The only maintenance parts that are included in a
LOGPAC are nonemergency, nondeadlining parts
needed for routine maintenance or battery PLL fill. Most

maintenance needs will be handled by the batteries
whose maintenance assets are located in the respective
TF UMCPs. The battalion logistics area will include the
DS missile maintenance company from the DISCOM.

DECENTRALIZED CONTROL
When the tactical plan includes decentralize con-

trol of the batteries the battalion will decentralize con-
trol of the resupply functions. The A/L section and HHB
will centrally locate themselves on the battlefield as much
as possible. The DS company will assume a slice configu-
ration and support each FSB. Batteries will retain control
of their platoon resupply vehicles and coordinate with the
FSB support operations officer and support platoon lead-
ers with the appropriate maneuver battalions.

RESUPPLY OF REINFORCING CORPS ASSETS
When the battalion is reinforced by ADA units from

corps, the support system must be tailored to METT-T
If the parent battalion of the reinforcing unit, whether
SHORAD or HIMAD, cannot effectively resupply its
battery due to amount of dispersion, the divisional ADA
battalion may have to support the reinforcing unit with
some classes of supply. Classes I, III, and some Classes
II, V, and IX can be supplied by the divisional battalion
with coordination with the FSB support operations
officer.

MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS
Maintenance is the function of sustaining equip- by quick turn around repairs, replacement minor repairs,

ment in an operational status or restoring it to a ser- and performance off scheduled services.
viceable condition. Since the modern battlefield is a
more lethal environment than ever before, repairs
must be made quickly. They must be made at, or as
close as possible to, the point of equipment failure or
damage.  This implies a forward thrust to the mainte-
nance operation. The emphasis is on placing assets in
the brigade area and having those assets perform their
mission as far forward as the tactical situation will per-
mit. Equipment that cannot be repaired quickly must
be removed from the battlefield as soon as possible to
preclude further damage or capture.

LEVELS OF MAINTENANCE
To provide responsive support to units, the main-

tenance system is organized into three levels: unit, in-
termediate, and depot. These levels are summarized
below. For further details, see AR 750-1.

Intermediate Maintenance
The intermediate maintenance level has two

orientation direct support and general support. Direct
support maintenance (DSM) is performed in direct
support of the user. DSM units are tailored to repair
equipment and return it for user maintenance. Within
the division, DSM units are structured to provide
dedicated support to the ADA battalion. This is normally
the highest level of maintenance provided by the division.
The division missile maintenance company of the MSB
provides support for FAAD and SHORAD missiles of
the division. They replace components and modules
repair line replaceable units, and provide missile peculiar
RX  items. Maintenance tasks include battle damage
assessment, diagnosis, fault isolation, repair by
replacement, and repair of high-mortality components

Unit Maintenance in support of the RX system.  General support (GS)
Unit maintenance is performed by the operator, maintenance repairs equipment DS units cannot

crew, and unit maintenance personnel. It is characterized repair.
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Depot Maintenance
Depot level maintenance is performed by Army

materiel command depots and contractors, and also by
host nation support personnel. This level of mainte-
nance is strictly in support of the supply system.

OPERATING PROCEDURES
To maintain the greatest amount of combat power

on the battlefield, damaged weapons systems must be
repaired as far forward as maintenance assets and the
tactical situation will permit. To do this, the BMO is
charged with coordinating the efforts of his battalion
maintenance section. The BMO must recommend to
the commander what action to take once maintenance
requirements and prioritization have been evaluated.
This is done to provide the maximum number of opera-
tional fighting systems.

Battlefield Maintenance Support
The path of a representative item of damaged

equipment is depicted in the Battlefield Maintenance

Support illustration. The operator or crew is the first
to attempt to overcome a malfunction or repair the
damage. If unable to accomplish the repair, they turn
to the ADA battery’s maintenance support team who
will, in turn, seek assistance from the maintenance sup-
port teams provided by the FSB or MSB. The item of
equipment will first be recovered to the unit mainte-
nance collection point if on-site repair cannot be ac-
complished. At the UMCP, the decision to evacuate is
made if the system is beyond repair or if the time-to-
repair guidance issued by the ADA battalion com-
mander will be exceeded. To return a weapon system
or item of equipment to service as rapidly as possible,
it is evacuated no further than the lowest maintenance
level capable of effecting repairs. The determination
of the lowest capable level of repair should be made as
early as possible to allow for direct evacuation.
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ADA System Support The maintenance concept for Stinger and Aveng-
The FAA and SHORAD battery maintenance er is based on its high density in the combat zone and

section supervisors are responsible for ensuring that all the locale for its tactical employment. The Stinger mis-
operator PMCS is performed per appropriate TMs. sile is considered to be a highly reliable round of am-
Section personnel also perform all unit organizational- munition (certified round concept). The maintenance
level repairs, services, troubleshooting, and lubrica- concept for the Stinger weapon system is based on lim-
tion. This  is done per maintenance allocation charts, iting the maintenance and logistical burden placed on
TMs, and lubrication orders for all equipment assigned the units to maintain a combat-ready posture. Opera-
to their units. tor and organizational maintenance is the responsibil-

The systems maintenance section troubleshoots ity of the Stinger platoon leader and is performed by
the system using test equipment to determine the mal- the Stinger crews and sections. Unit organizational re-
function. Then, the section replaces the malfunction- pair parts for the missile are made available in kits.
ing LRU using the special equipment assigned to the Spare BCUs are issued with each Stinger. Weapons
section. The batteries receive their DS from the MSB that cannot be repaired at unit organizational level are
within the DISCOM. Each battery receives a DS main- exchanged for operational rounds at the ammunition
tenance  team from the MSB. supply point.

FIELD SERVICES
Field services are those sustainment support func-

tions provided to an armed force that are not included
in supply, maintenance, transportation, or personnel
services. They consist of food service, clothing ex-
change and bath, laundry, salvage, bakery, airdrop,
graves registration, and textile renovation. Services are
divided into primary and secondary field services. Pri-
mary field services are essential to support combat op-
erations. Secondary services include all the other
categories.

PRIMARY FIELD SERVICES
Primary field services are essential to support

combat operations. Graves registration and airdrop are
essential services. It is a tenet of faith that the Army
will always take proper care of its dead. Airdrop is es-
sential in that it provides a method of supply delivery
that is rapid enough to meet the unexpected demands
of modern battle.

SECONDARY FIELD SERVICES
Secondary field services support is tied closely

with personnel services since field service is dependent
on the number of troops supported. These services are
requested and coordinated by the S4. Other field ser-
vices are—

 Salvage collection.
  Clothing exchange.
 Laundry. 

PERSONNEL OPERATIONS
Personnel operations services include personnel

management, maintenance of unit strength, personnel
services, prisoners of war, casualty and strength report-
ing, welfare  activities, and rest and recreation. All of
these help the commander maintain a high state of mo-
rale within the unit. The goal of personnel services is
to man each weapon system with qualified, motivated
crews.

Personnel Management
Personnel actions are performed primarily by the

battalion S1 section. Batteries have no administrative
capability.

Strength Management
Batteries submit daily strength information to the

battalion S1/PAC who forwards a hasty and deliberate
consolidated strength report to the division adjutant
general element. Casualty feeder   reports, including
witness  statements, are also processed by the S1 and
forwarded directly to the personnel service company
per established procedures. These reports, together
with authorized position vacancies, are the basis for re-
questing individual replacements. Normally the S1, in
coordination with the battalion executive officer, de-
termines the assignment for individual replacements.
For critical skills, the S3 or commander may establish
assignment priorities. When operating in an active nu-
clear environment, the battalion S3 determines a unit’s
potential to operate in an area contaminated by radi-
ation. He does this by comparing radiation damage re-
ports submitted by units with the operational exposure
guidance established by the commander. The amount
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of radiation exposure previously suffered by individual
replacements may also influence unit assignments.

Personnel Services
Leaves and passes, command information, postal

service, religious activities, exchanges, financial ser-
vice, legal assistance, welfare, special services, and rest
and relaxation help unit commanders maintain morale.
The battalion commander is responsible for making
sure these services are fairly and impartially provided
to soldiers of his battalion.

Prisoners of War
Processing and evacuation of prisoners of war is

the responsibility of the battalion S1. The battalion S1
establishes the EPW collection point and ensures that
prisoners are handled per the Geneva Convention. In-
terrogation and evacuation of captured enemy docu-
ments and equipment is the responsibility of the S2.
Finally, furnishing construction material and transpor-
tation is the responsibility of the S4.

Casualty Reporting and Strength Accounting
During combat operations, the S1 must make sure

that both strength accounting and casualty reporting
occur in a timely and accurate manner. Accurate
strength reports provide the commander and staff with
the necessary information to plan for future opera-
tions. Casualty reporting provides accurate and de-
tailed data on casualty and the incident surrounding
injury or death.

The S1 organizes for continuous operations and
predicts the need for replacements. Personnel service
support is coordinated from the combat trains CP. Nor-
mally, the S1 locates at the combat trains CP. The S1
has one NCO and two clerks from the PAC located with
him. From the administrative and logistics center, the
S1, along with the S4, prepares the personnel portion
of combat orders and plans. During combat operations,
the S1 and the S4 maintain the S1/S4 situation map and
the unit CSS journal. The remainder of the S1 section
(PAC) locates in the field trains under the supervision
of the PAC NCO. The bulk of personnel actions are ac-
complished at the field trains. See FM 22-9 for a de-
tailed explanation of planning for continuous
operations.

Casualty reporting and strength accounting begin
at the squad or crew level. Normally, strength account-
ing occurs at specified times, follows a prescribed for-
mat, and is time sensitive. Casualty reporting occurs as
soon as possible after the event and is more accuracy
sensitive. It is initiated by the squad leader or vehicle

commander, either orally or in writing. Usually, casual-
ties are reported to the first sergeant over the battery
radio net. At this point, the first sergeant collects the
reports and forwards them to the combat trains CP, ei-
ther orally or in writing. If not already prepared, the S1
section in the combat trains initiates a casualty feeder
report and sends it to the PAC. The PAC is responsible
for cross-checking the report and requesting any clari-
fication necessary. The format for strength reporting
varies with the unit SOP and the type information re-
quired by the commander.

Replacement Operations
These operations are normally conducted by the

PAC located in the field trains. The battalion S1 esta-
blishes a replacement receiving point (RRP) at the
PAC and notifies the brigade S1 and division AG ele-
ments of its location. All replacements or returnees are
brought to the RRP for initial processing. The division
AG element is normally responsible for delivering re-
placements in the RRP. However, in some instance,
units may be required to pick up their own replace-
ments. Hospital returnees are handled as replace-
ments by the division AG element if they have been
evacuated beyond the clearing station. Returnees from
the division clearing station are released directly to the
battalion from the clearing station. Replacements to
the battery are picked up at the field trains RRP and
transported to the battalion combat trains by the unit
supply vehicle or mess truck with the daily LOGPACS.
They are transported forward by returning combat ve-
hicles or supply vehicles. During lulls in the battle, the
S1 completes other necessary personnel actions. If pos-
sible, these are accomplished by forming personnel
contact teams which move forward to battery locations.

HEALTH SERVICES LEVELS OF SUPPORT
The basic health service mission is to preserve the

fighting strength. To accomplish this, there is a full
array of services. These services include hospitalizat-
ion, evacuation, dental, preventive medicine activi-
ties, medical supply and maintenance, optical support,
laboratory support, and C2. Medical maintenance and
supply have been discussed previously. Health service
support is divided into four levels (see the Levels of
Health Semite Support illustration).

Within the division, the structure is designed to ac-
quire, receive, sort, and provide medical and surgical
treatment for personnel. Health service provided in
the division includes both unit-level and division-level
support.
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Unit Level
Unit-level (ADA battalion) medical support is

provided by medical platoons or sections organic to
combat units, including FAAD and SHORAD battal-
ions. Elements responsible for unit-level health ser-
vices support provide—

• Emergency medical treatment.
• Patient evacuation.
• Medical supply.
•Limited preventive medicine.
• Limited management of battle stress.

Division Level
Division-1evel medical support is provided by the

MSB medical support company to all division and non-
division units operating in the DSA, and by the FSB
medical company to firing batteries in the BSA. The or-
ganizations provide—

• Routine medical and initial resuscitative treat-
ment.

• Patient evacuation and medical regulating.

• Emergency dental and preventive dentistry
care.

• Limited psychiatric and mental health care.
• Preventive medicine.
• Medical logistics, to include unit-level medical

equipment maintenance.
• Optometry and optometry services.
• Limited pharmacy, medical laboratory, and X-

ray services.

Evacuation
Initial aid or evacuations are provided by the bat-

talion aidmen attached to the batteries from the battal-
ion medical platoon or section. The aidman is the first
to acquire patients at the site of wound or injury. If
emergency medical treatment does not return the pa-
tient to duty, he is evacuated to the battalion aid sta-
tion. Due to the dispersion of ADA platoons and
sections, evacuation will normally be to the nearest ma-
neuver battalion aid station.

The battalion aid station is located as far forward as
possible, normally with the battalion trains. It should be
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located in an area providing cover and concealment and given medical treatment within the capabilities of aid sta-
near concealed helicopter landing areas for air evacua- tion personnel. Casualties requiring further treatment
tion. The battalion aid station is supervised by a physi- are evacuated by division or corps medical support units
cian’s assistant who is a technically trained warrant to medical facilities located further to the rear.
office. Here also, triage is performed and casualties are

RECONSTITUTION
Reconstitution is the timely and extraordinary ac-

tion taken to restore combat ineffective units to a spe-
cified level of combat effectiveness. This action
includes—

   Replacing personnel, supplies, and equipment
using specified priorities to allocate resources.

   Reestablishing or reinforcing C2.
  Conducting mission-essential training.
When the responsible commander determines a

unit to be combat ineffective, or not sufficiently effec-
tive to meet operational requirements, reconstitution
should begin as soon as possible. A unit selected for re-
constitution should be given as much time as the situa-
tion allows to stabilize and begin establishing internal
cohesion before it is again committed to battle.

Commanders have two options available for re-
storing units to a combat-capable level. These options
are reorganization and regeneration and can be used
separately or in combination. Application of these op-
tions depends on current and anticipated situations,
command priorities, resources, and time available. Re-
constitution does not require unit withdrawal. In many
cases, it maybe preferred to leave a unit well forward.

REORGANIZATION
Reorganization is an action taken within an at-

trited unit to increase its combat effectiveness. Reorga-
nization consists of such measures as redistributing
equipment and personnel between internal elements
to better balance their combat capabilities. This redis-
tribution matches operational weapon systems with
crews so that they may continue to function. For exam-
ple, two attrited units maybe put together to form a
composite unit made up of a full-strength or over-
strength combat-effective unit.

REGENERATION
Regeneration is the—
    Rebuilding of a unit through large-scale re-

placement of personnel, equipment, and supplies.
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  Reestablishment of command and control.
  Conduct of mission-essential training.
Due to the large-scale nature of regeneration,

consideration must be given to withdrawing the unit to
a designated area safe from enemy interdiction and ha-
rassment. It must be an area where personnel, equip-
ment, and supplies can come together to accomplish
the task of returning the attrited unit to a level of com-
bat effectiveness.

Of the two reconstitution options (reconstitution
and regeneration), regeneration is the most difficult to
execute because it requires the greatest amount of ef-
fort, coordination, and consumption of materiel. Time
for the unit to train is particularly important to reestab-
lish cohesion and develop teamwork. This is necessary
because the unit changes are very drastic.

The responsibility for managing regeneration ef-
forts is retained by the commander who has the capa-
bility to perform it. This is normally the commander
two levels higher than the unit requiring reconstitu-
tion. For example, ADA battalions are regenerated by
the division.

PLANNING FOR RECONSTITUTION
During development of unit SOPs, commanders

develop plans and procedures for reconstitution and
especially reorganization. These SOPs must focus on
how to maintain continuous combat capability until
more extensive efforts can be accomplished.

Planning for reconstitution complements the
commander’s efforts to protect his force. Reconstitu-
tion must employ the most economical and effective
means to accomplish the required force protection
with minimal requirements for personnel and equip-
ment resources. Timely reconstitution will sustain the
fight. It will also preserve the initiative and agility of
the commander and his forces on the AirLand battle-
field.



APPENDIX A

Battalion Combat Checklists
This appendix provides three checklists describing the actions dur-

ing planning, preparation, and execution of battle by the key players in
the battalion. The first checklist is the battalion planning combat check-
list and contains the planning tasks and the key players to accomplish
these tasks. The second checklist is the preparation checklist and depicts
who must accomplish what tasks in preparation for future operations.
The third checklist depicts which key player must accomplish which task
during the execution of the operation.
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APPENDIX B

Safety Checklist
This appendix provides examples and guidelines concerning safety

issues during or prior to combat operations. Commanders and their
leadership representatives must ensure that safety is an ongoing process
during wartime. Although not all-encompassing, this checklist provides
commanders with some basic rules of safety. Leadership should add to
this checklist as it deems necessary.

ADMINISTRATIVE
The purpose of this checklist is to provide com- • Is the commander and or safety officer famil-

manders, safety officers, and supervisors with a ready
safety reference that encompasses most tasks common iar with the safety position of the SOPS?

to a command. Use this checklist in conjunction with • Does the commander ensure that adequate
DA Pamphlet 385-1. Users are encouraged to add addi- provisions for safe practices, procedures, and physical
tional checklist items that cover their particular mis- standards are incorporated into unit predeployment
sion needs. The safety reference checklist is as exercises?
follows- • Do the unit safety officers keep their com-

• Does the commander ensure that the safety manders informed of the unit safety status by reporting
annex of the unit tactical SOP is current and covers all all accidents, injuries, and incidents, and recommend-
field training operations? ing corrective actions?

RISK MANAGEMENT PROCESS
The risk management approach gives leaders a

tool to improve efficiency, effectiveness. and safety in
all operations. The payoff is increased readiness as a re-
sult of safer, smarter, and more beneficial operations.
Leaders who routinely use risk management tech-
niques in peacetime automatically make better risk de-
cisions in wartime, resulting in better tactical decisions
and greater mission potential. The six-step process is
shown in the illustration on below.

C O N T E N T S  
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VEHICLE MOVEMENTS AND CONVOYS
Proper management of vehicle movements and

convoy procedures will ultimately affect the number of
vehicles on the battlefield, and more importantly, their
timeliness in getting there. All leaders should ensure
that the following conditions have been met during
movement operations:

● Are basic issue items on every wheeled vehicle
convoy?

● Are operators performing before-, during-,
and after-operation PMCS?

● Are all radio antennas tied down properly to
a length of not more than 7 feet?

● Have operators been trained to drive in ad-
verse weather and difficult terrain?

VEHICLE SWIMMING AND
Battlefield conditions and operations may dictate

that vehicular swimming and or fording operations
take place. At a minimum, the following steps should
be taken to ensure crew safety and equipment service-
ability after completion of each swim and or ford mis-
sion:

● Before  crossing  lakes or rivers, do command-
ers—

● Ensure on-site reconnaissance has been
performed prior to crossing operations?

● Ensure that a rescue boat is in the water
standing by?

● Ensure that entry and exit points are clearly
marked?

● Are convoy drivers provided with adequate
rest (8 hours rest per 10 hours driving)?

● Are ground guides used in the appropriate cir-
cumstances (for example, backing, in bivouac areas,
limited visibility areas, et cetera)?

● Are personnel  prohibited  from sleeping in ve-
hicles while the engine is running?

● Are vehicle dismount points clearly marked
and ground guide procedures strictly enforced at all
bivouac areas?

● Are  fine  drills practiced on all vehicles?

FORDING OPERATIONS
● Ensure an assembly precheck area has been

set up?
● Ensure that all personnel are wearing

vests?
● Ensure that all vehicles have been pre-

dipped prior to crossing?
● During swim and or fording operations do

commanders—
● Ensure vehicles head across slow streams

and diagonally cross swift current streams down-
stream?

● Ensure crew awaits rescue if vehicle stalls
and is not sinking?
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APPENDIX C

Combined Arms For Air Defense
This appendix explains how every member of the combined arms

team can provide passive and active measures of AD protection. It ex-
plains how to use all arms fire to provide a significant terminal defense.

Threat air forces will be operating over the battlefield, attacking
US ground forces. Divisional units operate under the protective umbrel-
la of ADA units. However, for close-in protection, they must also de-
pend on passive and active measures of AD protection. Every member
of the combined arms team must be capable of firing at attacking air-
craft in self-defense. Small arms fire against aircraft provides a signifi-
cant terminal defense. Individual and crew-served weapons can mass
their fires against any aircraft. The use of tank main guns, SAWS, 25 mil-
limeters, TOWS, Dragons, caliber .50 and M60 machine guns, field artil-
lery, and the M16 rifle are the primary assets (outside of ADA systems)
available for use in an antiaircraft role. If a unit is not given dedicated
ADA assets in an operation, then the unit must use active and passive
means available to his unit. Likewise, ADA soldiers whose systems are
inoperable or out of ammunition must fight as infantry and use their
small arms in an air defense role when necessary.

PASSIVE AIR DEFENSE
Enemy pilots must see and identify a target to at-

tack it. The effectiveness of high-performance aircraft
is greatly reduced when ground units take full advan-
tage of terrain for cover and concealment. All ground
forces should–

• When stopped, occupy positions which offer
natural cover and concealment. Camouflage vehicles
that are exposed. When moving, travel by covered and
concealed routes.

• Dig in dismounted positions as well as camou-
flaging them. If vehicles must occupy positions visible
from the air, improve cover by scooping a hole or build-
ing up protection on the sides.

• Disperse vehicles as much as possible. This
makes detection difficult. Additionally, if detected, a
single aircraft on a single pass can only attack a single
vehicle.

• Wipe out track marks made when moving into
position.

• If moving when an enemy aircraft attacks, turn
vehicles 90 degrees to the direction of attack (the attack
is normally parallel to the movement of the convoy) and

seek cover and concealment. This is a quick way to get
vehicles out of the line of fire.

• Require air guards on each vehicle or in each
position. Rotate the responsibility, since scanning for
long periods dulls spotting ability.

• Establish an air warning system in the SOP. In-
clude both visual and audible signals.

Passive air defense concerns all measures used,
except engagement by fire, to prevent attack by hostile
aircraft. The purpose is to avoid detection. In addition
to the above, covering windshields, headlights, or cano-
pies of concealed vehicles makes them more difficult
to detect.

C O N T E N T S
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Passive air defense also concerns movement along units. This is particularly important for C3I nodes
covered and or concealed routes, forests, or shadows which are primary threat targets. Lateral and in-depth
cast by mountains or buildings. Strict communications dispersion helps reduce the effectiveness of an enemy
security reduces the enemy’s ability to pinpoint friendly air strike.

ACTIVE AIR DEFENSE
Active air defense is the use of all suitable weap- arms (see the Massed Small Arms Fire illustration). A

ons to engage attacking aircraft. Techniques of engag- high volume of sustained fire (M16, M60, and caliber
ing aircraft for  non-ADA systems are summarized .50) is massed ahead of an aircraft. The intention is to
below and are further discussed in FM 44-8. destroy the aircraft when it flies into the fire.

A large volume of fire from small arms can destroy When an enemy is flying directly toward you, fire
attacking aircraft or disrupt their attack. The volume as fast as possible and slightly above the nose of the air-
fire technique is used to engage aircraft with small craft (see the Direct Attack illustration).



A lead angle is required for aircraft flying crossing
and overhead courses. The amount of lead required
depends on aircraft speed (see the illustrations below).

Automatic weapons can use an alternate tech-
nique called the sweep through method (see the
Sweep-Through  Method illustration on page C-4). The
gunner starts tracking to the rear of the hostile aircraft
and then sweeps through the aircraft. He begins firing
as he sweeps through, and continues firing until the
target is destroyed.

Although not reflected  in current FA doctrine,
field artillery weapons can likewise engage aircraft.

During an artillery barrage, many helicopters can be
engaged. In isolated instances, a call for fire can be di-
rected on rotary-wing aircraft. Use of artilley on heli-
copters has proven lethal in numerous confrontations
and should be exploited whenever possible.

Field artillery should be targeted against such crit-
ical enemy air-associated assets as FAC, FAA, LZ/DZ,
and the CP. The air portion of the IPB should identify
these elements for the division G2 and FSE.





APPENDIX D

ADA Allocation Employment Guidelines
This appendix provides the commander with the fundamental con-

siderations necessary to allocate and employ ADA assets in support of
an operation. It explains command and support relationships for ADA
force allocation. It also explains the ADA employment guidelines for
optimum positioning of fire units.

COMMAND RELATIONSHIPS
Types of command relationships are: organic, as-

signed, attached, operational control (OPCON), and
operational command. Depending on the type of com-
mand relationship between units and elements, com-
mand responsibility and authority varies. Basically, a
command relationship is determined by its impact on
the maneuver force’s concept of the operation.

ORGANIC
Organic is defined as a unit that forms an essential

part of an Army unit and is listed in its TOE.

ASSIGNED
Assigned units are those units placed in an organi-

zation on a permanent basis. These units are controlled
and administered by the organization to which they are
assigned.

ATTACHED
An attached unit is placed in an organization on a

temporary basis. Attached units are subject to limitations
specified in the attachment order. The attachment order

should state clearly any variation in the administrative
and support responsibility of the gaining unit or the at-
tached unit. When an ADA unit is attached, the sup-
ported force is responsible for providing administrative
and logistical support to the ADA unit.

OPERATIONAL CONTROL
OPCON is when a unit has been provided to

another commander to accomplish specific missions or
tasks which are usually limited by function, time, or lo-
cation. When operational control is the appropriate
special command relationship, it should only be main-
tained for brief periods of time. Also, it should never
be assigned when the parent unit has the capability to
exercise effective control.

OPERATIONAL COMMAND
Within DOD, operational command is the author-

ity exercised by the commanders of unified and speci-
fied commands over assigned forces. It is synonymous
with OPCON. However, OPCON includes administra-
tive and logistical responsibility.

SUPPORT RELATIONSHIPS
Support relationships are established to define

specific relationships and responsibilities between sup-
porting and supported units. The four support relation-
ships are: general support (GS), reinforcing (R),
general support reinforcing (GSR), and direct support
(DS).

GENERAL SUPPORT
An ADA unit with a GS mission provides air de-

fense for the force as a whole. It supports the entire
force and is not committed to any specific element of
the force. This is the case when an ADA unit defends
priority assets as specified by the force commander.
Thus, it remains under the close control of the ADA
battalion commander. An ADA unit with a GS mission

can be used to rapidly respond to changes in either the
scheme of maneuver or the air threat. This relationship
is commonly used when the ADA unit is to protect divi-
sion-level control and support elements in brigade and
division rear areas.

C O N T E N T S
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GENERAL SUPPORT REINFORCING
An ADA unit with a GSR mission augments the

coverage of another ADA unit. GSR units are not com-
mitted to any specific element of the force. For exam-
ple, this mission could be used where the division
commander desires to provide additional air defense
for a brigade that has an ADA battery in DS and, at the
same time, retain close control over the additional unit.

REINFORCING
An ADA unit with an R mission augments the cov-

erage of another ADA unit, or strengthens the air de-
fense of the force. This mission differs from GSR in
that an ADA unit assigned this mission is positioned by
the reinforced unit to protect assets specified by the
supported unit commander.

DIRECT SUPPORT
An ADA unit with a DS mission provides dedi-

cated air defense for a specific element of the force. An

ADA unit with a DS mission provides close and contin-
uous support and coordinates its movement and posi-
tioning with the element it supports.

  To determine the most appropriate support rela-
tionship for accomplishing the ADA mission, the fol-
lowing questions need to be answered:

●  Who establishes AD priorities?
● Who locates the ADA unit?
● With whom do you establish liaison?

● Who positions ADA fire units?
● With whom do you establish communications?
The ADA Support Relationships illustration

shows responsibilities associated with each ADA rela-
tionship.

ADA EMPLOYMENT GUIDELINES

ADA employment guidelines are used as aids for
positioning individual ADA fire units (FUs) when tai-
loring an asset’s defense. The six ADA employment
guidelines are: mutual support, overlapping fires, bal-
anced fires, weighted coverage, early engagement, and
defense in depth.

MUTUAL SUPPORT
Mutual support is achieved by positioning FUs so

that they can cover the dead zones of adjacent FUs.
Mutual support should be used so that attacking air-
craft can be engaged by adjacent FUs. The maximum
mutual support distances listed in the Maximum Dis-
tances illustration are guidelines only. The distance
may be less depending upon aircraft speed, attack
angles, or OCOKA factors.

OVERLAPPING FIRES
When there are terrain constraints, or a scarcity

of available FUs, it may not be possible to achieve mu-
tual support. In this case, the commander should plan,
and the platoon leader should implement, overlapping
fires. This ensures that an attacking enemy aircraft will
be engaged by at least one ADA FU. Overlapping fires
is less preferred than mutual support since threat air-
craft seldom fly alone, and since dead zones are no
longer protected by adjacent systems.

BALANCED FIRES
FUs are positioned and oriented to provide ap-

proximately equ firepower in all directions. Since
critical assets maybe attacked as targets of opportunity,
an attack can come from any direction. As determined
by the air IPB, terrain may confine enemy aircraft to a
well-defined air avenue of approach. Balance may then
be sacrificed and the defense weighted in the direction
of the attack. This should be done, however, only when
there is little risk of an attack from another direction.

WEIGHTED COVERAGE
FUs are positioned and oriented so that their com-

bined firepower is concentrated toward the most likely
air avenues of approach. Weighted coverage is
employed when enemy attack routes are identified
through the air IPB or when insufficient assets are
available to provide balanced fires. Routes that allow
aircraft low-level approaches (valleys and rivers) into
the defended area should receive weighted coverage.

EARLY ENGAGEMENT
FUs must be positioned so that they are capable

of engaging aircraft prior to their ordnance release line
(ORL). The determination of enemy approaches and
ordnance loads comes from the air IPB. Early engage-
ment is the most important divisional ADA employ-
ment guideline.
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APPENDIX E

Air IPB
Conducting a well-planned intelligence preparation of the battlefield

(IPB) is fundamental to the execution of the air defense artillery mission
in AirLand Battle doctrine. It is essential that the ADA commander can
visualize what the enemy ground force commander is looking at to predict
when and where he will use his aviation to support his ground operations.

It is important to realize that IPB has different uses. For the ADA
brigade, battalion, and SHORAD battery commanders, it is a tool by
which they can visualize the battle. For the HIMAD battery commander
and SHORAD platoon leader, it is used to position their fire units to kill
enemy aircraft.

OVERVIEW
IPB is an analytical methodology employed to enemy air attack is tied to the ground attack. This ap-

reduce uncertainties concerning the enemy, weath- pendix discusses those planning steps that need to be
er, and terrain for all types of operations. Without taken to perform an analysis of the aerial dimension
first obtaining and analyzing the ground IPB, the of the IPB. The IPB process is depicted in the IPB
analysis of enemy aerial activity is impossible. The Process illustration.

BATTLEFIELD AREA EVALUATION
The first step in the IPB process is to define the

area of interest (AI). The AI for the aerial dimension
of the IPB begins with the location of the enemy’s fixed
aviation and tactical ballistic missile (TBM) facilities
and stretches past the FLOT to a maximum depth to
which enemy aviation can fly, or fire TBMs, into the

Army force’s rear areas. The AI is not confined to the
supported unit’s boundaries. Aviation can approach
from outside the defended sector rather than approach
on likely ground avenues of approach. IPB should an-
swer the basic questions of who, what, when, and how.
The AI varies by type organization as shown in the il-
lustration on page E-2.

The S2 must also depict the area of operations
(AO). The AO is a geographical area where the com-
mander has been assigned the responsibility and au-
thority to conduct military operations.

Priority intelligence requirements (PIRs) must be
defined by the commander to identify critical intelli-
gence gaps. Any activity or characteristic that occurs
within the battlefield that significantly impacts on the

C O N T E N T S
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commander’s tactical decisions should be a PIR. Exam-
ple of PIRs are as follows:

• When and where will the enemy attack?
• Where are TBM fixed sites located?

TERRAIN
Terrain analysis is the process used to reduce un-

certainties regarding the effects of natural and man-
made terrain on military operations. The aerial terrain
analysis, which will identify low-altitude aviation
routes into the defended sector in depth, must be su-
perimposed on the ground terrain analysis for the S2
to visualize the air battle. Terrain analysis must be per-
formed throughout the depth of the defended sector,
from the FLOT to the supported unit rear boundary.

During the terrain analysis, the S2 determines
where possible enemy drop zones, landing zones,
standoff attack orbits may be used, and where the low-
altitude avenues of approach are likely. These areas
are determined using the OCOKA (obstacles, cover
and concealment, observation and fields of fire, key
terrain, and avenues of approach) method. OCOKA
also addresses the terrain’s effects on friendly ADA
systems and threat aircraft.

To determine enemy air avenues of approach, frost
find the enemy air staging area. Next, determine prob-
able targets enemy aircraft would attack. Fixed-wing
air will take a relatively direct route using valleys and
low areas perpendicular to the FLOT or flanks be-
tween these two points due to the limited fuel on board
arid the amount of ordnance being carried. Rotary-
wing aircraft would use low-altitude avenues of ap-
proach to the flanks and to the rear of friendly forces.
The key variables on the enemy air avenue of ap-
proach are METT-T factors and friendly ADA sites.

• Where is the enemy’s main reconnaissance ef-
fort?

• Will the enemy employ chemicals in the bri-
gade sector?

ANALYSIS
In air IPB, the importance of predicting enemy air
avenues of approach is paramount.

In HIMAD units, the platoon leader or the battery
commander must next make a line-of-sight (LOS) over-
lay. The LOS overlay will determine the ADA fire unit’s
line of sight against enemy aircraft attacking into sector
(see the Line of Sight for Masked Terrain illustration).

Enemy TBMs and aircraft involved in the inde-
pendent air operation are generally not subject to ter-
rain restrictions. To determine avenues of approach for
these threats, the S2 must first determine the likely
flight profiles. In the case of TBMs, the S2 must also
determine ranges, CEPs, and routes to friendly targets.

LINE OF SIGHT FOR MASKED TERRAIN
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WEATHER
To determine when the enemy will most prob-

ably use his aviation, the analyst must next determine
the effects of visibility and ceiling, wind speed, pre-
cipitation, temperature, and illumination on the
threat and on the friendly forces’ ability to conduct
aviation operations. An example of the weather vari-

ANALYSIS
ables’ impact on aviation operations is shown in the
illustration on page E-4.

Weather has a limited effect on TBMs. However,
the enemy may find it easier to use TBMs without the
threat of interdiction when weather conditions inhibit
friendly air operations.

THREAT EVALUATION
In the threat aviation evaluation phase, doctrinal eration. They also depict probable air-to-surface and

templates are used. Doctrinal templates indicate how surface-to-surface missile (SSM) flight patterns. The
the enemy would fight if there were no weather or ter- Attack Profile Template on page E-4 depicts the differ-
rain restrictions. During this phase, enemy order of ent aircraft missions and types of aircraft used in a typi-
battle files are updated and organized. Order of battle cal air operation. The vertical bar on the left of the
factors include capabilities of enemy aircraft, com- graph indicates the relative altitudes above ground lev-
mand and control procedures, tactics, and organization el (AGL) at which the aircraft will fly. The horizontal
of units. line on the bottom of the graph depicts the time (in

In air IPB, attack profiles are used to predict the minutes) it takes the aircraft to reach friendly forces.
phases and type of fixed-wing aircraft used in the air op- Therefore, it depicts the air attack in time and space.
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This graph enables the HIMAD air defender to
prioritize the air targets. By using the specific parame-
ters such as AGLs, heading and or speed, a priority for
engagements can be established.

The SHORAD air defender can use this profile to
determine the order of the attack aircraft. It is essential
that SHORAD air defenders know the order of the air-
craft missions and the types of aircraft used.

The graphic below is a rotary-wing (RW) attack
profile template. The vertical bar on the left of the
graph shows the expected altitude (above ground lev-
el) the RW aircraft are expected to fly. The horizon-
tal bar at the bottom of the graph presents the
distance from the enemy airfield to the friendly
forces. There are different profiles for each mission
and each aircraft.

The SHORAD air defender can use the profile
to predict  the type of mission an incoming  aircraft
may be attempting. For example, if a single Hip flies
in at nap-of-the-earth altitude, most likely the mis-
ion is laying mines, relaying information to another

element, or using command and control  to direct
another aircraft.

Most information on TBMs will come from a na-
tional real-time source. However, the ADA S2 must
doctrinally template the flight patterns, ranges, and
circular error of probability (CEP) for short, medium,
and long-range TBMs in the AI. This information,
once plotted, will enable the HIMAD commander to
orient the primary target line (PTL). Due to the short
reaction time for TBMs, intelligence must focus on
launch trends and indicators. Examples of these are
weather conditions, location of fixed and or mobile
sites, associated radars, command and control vehicles,
and refueling tankers.

The next step in the threat evaluation stage is tar-
get value analysis (TVA). TVA allows the commander
to anticipate enemy courses of action and gain initia-
tive. TVA includes determining high-value targets
(HVTs) and high-payoff targets (HPTs).
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HVTs are targets which, if successfully attacked by
friendly forces, will contribute to the degradation of
important enemy battlefield functions. HVTs are as-
sets, operations, or actions which the enemy command-
er must to control or protect. The HVT list is
developed by imagining how the enemy will fight, rela-
tive to the friendly force mission. The S2 determines
the HVTs by identifying those assets the enemy com-
mander would consider valuable or critical for the ac-
complishment of his mission.

For example, if the S2 is thinking through an en-
emy attack and knows that the friendly force is in a pre-
pared defense with extensive air defense assets, it is
logical to assume the enemy commander will want sub-
stantial air defense suppression strikes. Enemy aircraft
commonly used in air defense suppression packages
(Su-24, MiG-23, and MiG-21) become HVTs. The en-
emy’s air attack will be coordinated on the ground with
forward air controllers (FACs), radio navigation points
(RNPs), and vectoring target designation points
(VTDPs). These command and control points are criti-
cal to the enemy air operation and are also HVTs.

HPTs are HVTs which, if successfully attacked,
will contribute to the success of friendly operations.
The HPTs are determined by the commander and S3
by prioritizing the HVTs during the war-gaming pro-
cess. Once the HVT list is compiled, the S2 gives the
list to the S3, FSO, and commander. Then, from the
perspective of friendly forces, the HPT list is compiled.
The HVTs that meet the requirements of being acquir-
able, attackable, and capable of ensuring friendly suc-
cess are designated as HPTs. The HPTs will be targeted
at a later time for successful accomplishment of the
friendly forces mission.

For example, the two air attack HVTs stated earli-
er (the air defense suppression aircraft and the com-
mand and control) would be prioritized and listed as
HPTs. The commander would determine that without
the listed aircraft, ADA suppression would be impossi-
ble. However, if the command and control structure
were destroyed or disrupted, the attack could still oc-
cur. Therefore, the HPTs would be listed in priority as
follows: MiG-23, MiG-21, Su-24, FACs, RNPs, and
VTDPS.
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THREAT INTEGRATION
Threat  integration  is  the final and possibly the The next step in threat integration is to develop an

most important phase of the IPB process. In this step, event template. The event template is a collection plan
the analyst compiles all the information gathered to in graphic form (see the Event Template for Ground
create a situation template. A situation template is a IPB on page E-7). It identifies areas which confirm or
doctrinal template arrayed on the map with weather deny enemy courses of action. These areas are called
and terrain restrictions applied (see the Air IPB Situa- named areas of interest. NAIs can be a specific point
tion Template). or an area on the map.
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In ground IPB only, the NAIs are sent to the division In air IPB, NAIs selected by ADA units can be mon-
or corps on a collection plan as a request that those spe- itored by their own assets. For this reason aerial NAIs
cific areas be monitored. These NAIs become part of the are left on the templates. The aerial portion of the battle
reconnaissance and surveillance plan. Once in the sur- is much more fluid and dynamic than the ground battle.
veillance plan the NAIs can be dropped from the tem- Once aircraft and TBMs are spotted, the reaction time
plate. Ground IPB also incorporates timed-phase lines is very minimal. The aircraft and TBMs are acquired on
(TPLs). The TPLs depict the expected times of move- the radar scope and fired upon almost instantly. TPLs are
ment of the maneuver forces, which then predict ex- not necessary on the aerial portion of IPB.
pected times for different courses of action and reaction.

.
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The final phase of threat integration is developing points (DPs). Aerial NAIs, usually along air avenues of
the decision support template (see the illustration be- approach, should be integrated with the ground
low). The DST is the intelligence estimate with the op- scheme of maneuver in the DST. For ease of identifica-
erations plan depicted in graphic form. It identifies tion, ground NAIs and aviation NAIs are identified by
critical events relative to location, time, and the cur- different symbols as shown in the Event Template for
rent situation which require tactical solutions. The Ground IPB illustration on page E-7.
DST is the synchronization tool that brings the entire For Patriot units aerial NAIs maybe quite large rel-
staff together. The DST does not dictate decisions ative to NAIs for SHORAD units. For example, if the G2
to the commander; rather, it identifies when critical identifies a region 50 by 500 kilometers in area as a possi-
decisions must be made. The aerial DST includes ble source of short-range TBMs, it would be designated
NAIs, target areas of interest (TAIs), and decision as an NAI for a Patriot battalion.
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TAIs are areas where interdiction of enemy forces tify decision points based on the NAIs that may re-
by maneuver, fires, or jamming will eliminate or reduce quire decisions. The decision may involve shifting
a particular capability or course of action, or will require primary target lines (PTLs), changing the EMCON
the enemy to expend unusual amounts of resources to status, targeting enemy aviation C2 facilities, adjust-continue operations. (See the Decision Support Tem-
plate.) ing CSS, or even relocating fire units.

Finally, decision points are depicted on the DST to The decision support matrix (DSM) is appended to
indicate where critical decisions must be made by the the DST The DSM is the planning tool used by the com-
commander. These decision points may or may not be the mander to integrate all the battlefield operating systems
same as NAIs in ground IPB. The fluid and dynamic pace (BOSS) to counter a potential threat’s course of action.
of air operations reduce the ADA commander’s reaction These detailed plans must be devised during the planning
time to much less than that of a maneuver commander. and training periods. During a battle exercise or actual

Once the DST has been prepared the S2 will brief conflict, the situation becomes too dynamic for detailed
the XO or commander on his analysis. The S3 will iden- planning.
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ADA brigades and FAAD battalions and batteries
prepare DSMs. HIMAD batteries and FAAD platoons
will prepare an execution matrix based on the DSM. For
the subordinate units to accurately prepare their execu-
tion matrix, both the DST and DSM must be available to
them.

The DSM illustration displays potential threat ac-
tions and the ADA commander’s intent to counter
them. This illustration is the DSM for the DST shown

on page E-9. Decision  point 1 in the DST corresponds
to column 1 in the DSM. The specific ADA units are
listed under the DP column. Critical actions such as re-
orienting on a different NAI or TAI, or executing a par-
ticular “tactical play” are designated to occur at a later
time or place. The decision point is the point when the
commander must make the decision to execute and in-
form subordinate units, not the actual time when the
action must take place.
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APPENDIX F

ADA Liaison Officer Checklist
This appendix for the ADA LNO is in a question format. The LNO

can use these questions to evaluate his performance. He can determine
whether or not he has accomplished all the things he must do. The LNO
is the key to synchronization because of the rapid and fluid nature of
the threat in the third dimension.

COORDINATION PROCESS CHECKS
The ADA LNO must establish and maintain coor- can answer the questions in the Coordination Check-

dination with a number of other elements. To deter- list illustration.
mine that all coordination has taken place, the LNO

EARLY WARNING PLAN
The ADA LNO must be certain that early warning Early Warning Checklist illustration presents some

of threat air attack is available to the division. The questions to verify the working of AD early warning.

F-1
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LOGISTICAL COORDINATION
The ADA LNO can establish or verify logistical Logistics Checklist illustration below).

coordination by answering several questions (see the

FIRE SUPPORT COORDINATION
The FSO and the ADALNO must coordinate to put The questions in the Fire Support checklist illustration

the division’s fire support assets into the counterair plan. enable the ADA LNO to verify the coordination.
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ENGINEER SUPPORT COORDINATION
Engineer support is usually needed to assure sur- illustration enable the ADA LNO to verify coordina-

vivability of ADA positions and equipment. The ques- tion for engineer support.
tions in the Engineers Coordination Checklist

NBC COORDINATION
Coordination for NBC protection is necessary in Checklist  illustration  enable the LNO to verify unit

all units. The questions in the NBC Coordination preparation.
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